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A bstract

Development o f Injectable Nanocomposite Scaffolds of
Single-Walled Carbon Nanotubes and Biodegradable Polymers
for Bone Tissue Engineering

by

Xinfeng Shi

Nanocomposites based on single-walled carbon nanotubes (SWNTs) and
poly(propylene fumarate) (PPF) were developed and characterized as injectable scaffold
materials for bone tissue engineering. Similar to other synthetic biodegradable polymers,
PPF lacks the mechanical properties required for regeneration o f load-bearing bone
tissue. SWNTs were applied as reinforcing agents because o f their extremely high
mechanical properties and aspect ratio. An effective load transfer from polymer matrix to
SWNTs is needed for the mechanical reinforcement, which is challenged by the strong
inter-tube aggregation of large SWNT bundles. Various methods including mechanical
agitation, sonication, use of surfactants, and chemical functionalizations have been
utilized to homogeneously disperse SWNTs in PPF. Characterized by melt-state
rheology, mechanical testing, and electron microscopy, functionalized SWNTs (FSWNTs) demonstrated excellent dispersion in PPF and a 2- to 3-fold increase in
compressive and flexural mechanical properties with only

0. 1

wt% loading concentration

when compared to pure PPF. Another form o f SWNTs, ultra-short SWNTs (US-tubes)
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with 20-80 nm length, demonstrated up to a 2 -fold increase in mechanical properties over
pure PPF and resulted in a less viscous nanocomposite for easier injection than uncut
SWNTs. The in vitro cytocompatibility o f these nanocomposites was evaluated based on
cell response to their unreacted components, crosslinked networks, and degradation
products. The results did not reveal any cytotoxicity for purified SWNTs, F-SWNTs, and
US-tubes at 1-100 pg/mL concentrations. All three tested nanocomposites displayed
nearly

100

% cell viability and excellent cell attachment, indicating favorable

cytocompatibility. Finally, scaffolds with porosity o f 75-90 vol% were fabricated from
nanocomposites o f US-tubes and functionalized US-tubes using a thermal-crosslinking
particulate-leaching technique. These highly porous scaffolds possessed nearly 100 %
interconnected pore structures. Mechanical properties of nanocomposite scaffolds were
higher than or similar to those of PPF scaffolds for all the porosities examined. In vitro
osteoconductivity of these nanocomposite scaffolds was supported by the excellent
attachment and proliferation of bone marrow stromal cells. These results indicate the
great potential of injectable SWNT/PPF nanocomposites as the basis for bone tissue
engineering scaffolds.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION: POLY (PROPYLENE FUMARATE)*

A.

INTRODUCTION
Poly(propylene fumarate) (PPF) is a synthetic, unsaturated, linear polyester which

can be crosslinked through its fumarate double bonds and degraded by random hydrolytic
scission of its ester groups (Figure 1.1) [1], Its major degradation products, propylene
glycol and fumaric acid, are biocompatible and readily removed from the body. When
crosslinked, PPF’s tight network structure imparts mechanical strength sufficient for its
use in bone replacement scaffolds. Furthermore, porous PPF scaffolds can provide an
osteoconductive surface for bone ingrowth, making it an attractive biomaterial for
orthopaedic applications.

B.

SYNTHESIS
While a variety o f schemes have been utilized to synthesize PPF [2-6], a two-step

procedure

is

commonly utilized,

involving bis(hydroxypropyl fumarate)

as

an

intermediate (Figure 1.2) [7]. In the first step, diethyl fumarate reacts with excess
propylene glycol in a 1:3 molar ratio to produce bis(hydroxypropyl fumarate).

Zinc

chloride (Z nC f), an acid catalyst, is added in a 0.01:1 molar ratio with diethyl fumarate.
Hydroquinone is also added in a 0.002:1 molar ratio with diethyl fumarate as an inhibitor

* This chapter has been published as: Shi X, M ikos AG. Poly(propylene fum arate). In A n Introduction to
Biom aterials; G uelcher SA, H ollinger JO, Eds.; CRC Press: Boca Ration, FL, 2006; pp 205-218.
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to restrain undesired thermal crosslinking.

This mixture is vigorously mixed by an

overhead mechanical stirrer and gradually heated under a nitrogen blanket from
150 °C.

100

to

The reaction continues until 90 % o f the theoretical amount o f ethanol, a

byproduct o f the reaction, is condensed and collected.

In the second step, the bis(hydroxypropyl fumarate) is transesterified under
vacuum (< 1 mmHg) while slowly increasing the temperature from 100 to 150 °C. PPF is
produced in this second step, while propylene glycol is condensed as a byproduct. The
number average molecular weight, M„, o f PPF gradually increases with reaction
temperature and time.

Therefore, PPF’s molecular weight can be monitored by gel

permeation chromatography (GPC) as the reaction proceeds.
For purification, the polymer is first dissolved in methylene chloride and then
sequentially washed with acid (5 wt % HC1 in H 2O), water, and brine to remove the
ZnCb catalyst.

After drying with sodium sulfate, methylene chloride is rotary

evaporated, and the product is added dropwise to cold ethyl ether to extract the
hydroquinone inhibitor. Ethyl ether is then decanted. The remaining product is vacuum
dried to remove all organic solvents, leaving a viscous, yellow liquid o f purified PPF.
Because the only reactant in the second step is the bis(hydroxypropyl fumarate), there is
no concern regarding stoichiometric imbalances.
achieved.

Thus, PPF o f high purity can be

This synthesis method also ensures that the resulting polymer is hydroxyl-

terminated, enabling future peptide functionalization.

C.

PHYSICOCHEMICAL PROPERTIES
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PPF with a few repeat units in length is a viscous yellow liquid at room
temperature [3]. As the polymer chain length increases, PPF becomes more viscous and
eventually exists as a yellow solid plastic. For example, PPF polymer with a Mn o f 1460
± 200 Da and a polydispersity index o f 2.6 is a liquid at room temperature and has a glass
transition temperature o f 11.2 °C. Its glass transition has a midpoint o f 16.2 °C, but there
is no melting endotherm due to the amorphous nature o f the polymer [8 ]. PPF is soluble
in methylene chloride, chloroform, tetrahydrofuran, acetone, ethanol, and ethyl acetate, is
partially soluble in toluene, and is not soluble in petroleum ether or water [3],

i.

Injectability and Crosslinking Characteristics
Because PPF is a liquid before crosslinking, it can be easily fabricated into

irregularly shaped implants by molding or injection molding. Alternatively, PPF can be
injected at a defect site and then crosslinked in situ. Injectability makes PPF suitable for
bone cements and orthopaedic implants in minimally invasive procedures.
As an unsaturated linear polyester, PPF can be hardened in situ via thermalcrosslinking or photo-crosslinking to form strong polymer networks through its reactive
carbon-carbon double bond (Figure 1.3) [9]. This free-radical propagated crosslinking
reaction can be achieved without the addition of crosslinking agents.

However,

crosslinking monomers and macromers, such as methyl methacrylate (MMA), N-vinyl
pyrrolidone (NVP), diethyl fumarate (DEF), and poly(propylene fumaratej-diacrylate
(PPF-DA) are often added to tailor the physical properties o f the crosslinked network or

to speed the crosslinking reaction [4, 10-12].
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The choice o f crosslinking agent can affect the degradation and mechanical
properties of the crosslinked polymer.

For instance, NVP can polymerize with itself

resulting in non-degradable poly(N-vinyl pyrrolidone) (PNVP).

However, PNVP is

water-soluble and may be excreted from the body [13]. PPF-DA, a derivative o f PPF,
contains two acrylate terminal groups, whose double bonds are more reactive than those
o f the fumarate group.

Thus, PPF-DA incorporation may increase the degree o f

crosslinking o f PPF [14]. The mechanical properties o f highly crosslinked PPF-based
networks improve with increasing amounts o f PPF-DA, providing a method to tailor the
polymer’s mechanical properties to correspond to those o f the tissue being replaced [ 1 1 ].
In addition, the presence of ester groups in PPF-DA and DEF allows for biodegradation
o f the PPF-based networks into smaller hydrophilic molecules that can be either
metabolized or passively excreted by the kidneys [ 1 1 ],

The thermal-crosslinking reaction is typically triggered by addition o f a suitable
free-radical initiator like benzoyl peroxide (BP). The formation o f free radicals can be
accelerated by mixing with dimethyltoluidene (DMT) at room temperature or by simply
increasing the temperature.

Photo-crosslinking reaction is accomplished by adding a

photoinitiator such as bis(2,4,6-trimethylbenzoyl) phenylphosphine oxide (BAPO)
followed by irradiation with blue light (14 mW/cm2) or ultraviolet (UV) light (2
mW/cm2) [12, 15]. BAPO absorbs light o f wavelengths below 400 nm with a general
increase in absorption as the wavelength decreases to 200 nm. Following UV irradiation,
BAPO produces a pair o f benzoyl and phosphinoyl radicals, which are more efficient in
triggering PPF crosslinking and which produce stronger networks than the BP/DMT
system [12]. However, the efficiency o f photo-crosslinking decreases with increasing
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depth, making photo-crosslinking problematic, especially when additives darken PPF’s
intrinsic yellow color. In these cases, thermal-crosslinking or a combination o f thermaland photo-crosslinking methods can be used.

The crosslinking o f PPF is an exothermic reaction, but its curing temperature in
both thermal- and photo-crosslinking never exceeds 48 °C. Curing temperatures for a
clinically-used poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA) bone cement reach as high as 94 °C
[12, 16]. Thus PPF’s lower reaction temperature could prevent or reduce the adverse
bone tissue responses seen to occur with PMMA at temperatures o f 53 °C and above [12].

The curing time of any liquid biomaterials is another critical factor for medical
application. The curing period should be long enough to allow surgeons to work with the
polymer to mold it or apply it to the appropriate surfaces. Yet, its cure rate should not
greatly lengthen the surgery time. The polymerization or solidification period for bone
implant fixation typically ranges from 5 to 20 minutes, with a 10 minute curing time
being most preferable [4]. Through modulation o f various factors, such as type o f
crosslinker, molecular weight o f PPF, and ratio o f PPF to crosslinker, initiator, and/or
accelerator, the curing time of PPF can be adjusted from less than a minute to over an
hour to meet the necessary requirements for most medical applications [16].

ii.

Mechanical properties
The mechanical properties o f crosslinked PPF networks are very promising and

vary greatly according to its preparation and composition (table 1.1) [1, 15]. For example,
PPF/NVP composite scaffolds with various amounts o f beta-tricalcium phosphate (|3-
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TCP) and NaCl porogen exhibited compressive strengths from

6

to 12 MPa and

compressive moduli from 76 to 265 MPa [16].
In order to improve these properties for load bearing applications, such as
replacement o f cortical bone, PPF may be reinforced with nanomaterials.

Nanoscale

ceramics and carbon nanotubes are believed to be excellent candidates for reinforcement
due to their superb mechanical properties. However, two primary challenges for nano
reinforcement include overcoming dispersion limitations and improving the interface
between fillers and the polymer to facilitate load transfer.

Surface modification of

nanofillers provides an effective method to overcome these challenges.

For example,

aluminum oxide-based ceramic nanoparticles have been covalently modified with
carboxylate groups and acrylate groups to improve both the dispersion o f nanoparticles
and their crosslinking with PPF/PPF-DA networks [17]. In particular, a 1 wt % loading of
surface-modified nanoparticles improved the flexural modulus o f these networks by a
factor o f 3.5.

D.

BIOLOGICAL PROPERTIES

i.

Biocompatibility
Because PPF is designed as a crosslinkable and degradable biomaterial, all the

substances from the implant’s lifecycle must be non-toxic. In vitro cytotoxicity
experiments provide a convenient and reliable method for biocompatibility studies and
also serve as an initial screening process for in vivo testing [18]. The cytotoxicity o f non
crosslinked PPF and PPF-DA macromers, crosslinked networks, and degradation
products of these networks have been examined using a methyl tetrazolium (MTT) assay
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[18]. The non-crosslinked macromers and the degradation products only displayed a toxic
effect to fibroblasts at high concentration (> 1000 ppm).

However, the crosslinked

networks demonstrated high cell viability and attachment. Furthermore, osteoblasts have
been shown to attach and proliferate on PPF/NVP/p-TCP composites [19].

PPF has also been seen to be biocompatible in several in vivo models. In a rat
proximal tibia model, osteoblasts, osteoid, and new woven bone were in close apposition
to degrading PPF/NVP/p-TCP scaffolds without evidence o f an acute or other adverse
pathologic inflammatory response [10]. PPF-based scaffolds implanted subcutaneously in
rats elicited a mild initial inflammatory response followed by thin fibrous encapsulation,
characteristics of a typical foreign body reaction to biomaterial implantation [20]. In
another experiment, photo-crosslinked porous PPF scaffolds were implanted in
subcutaneous pockets and cranial defects in a rabbit model to simultaneously examine the
soft and hard tissue response to implants [21], The degradation products from the photo
crosslinked networks elicited a mild local tissue response in the soft tissue. However,
over time, a progressive reduction in inflammatory cell density and a continued
organization of connective tissue within the interstitial space was observed. The hard
tissue response was similar to that of the soft tissue, except that bone ingrowth was
observed, indicating bone biocompatibility.

Excellent biocompatibility has also been

observed when PPF was implanted into rabbit tooth sockets [22].
ii.

Biodegradability
Degradation o f a polymer is defined as the polymer chain cleavage process that

breaks chains down into oligomers and finally into monomers [23]. The prefix “bio”
usually indicates that degradation is mediated by a biological system. PPF is biodegraded
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through hydrolysis o f its ester bonds into its original propylene glycol and fumaric acid
subunits (Figure 1.2), both o f which are non-toxic and well-tolerated in vivo. As a Kreb’s
cycle intermediate, fumaric acid plays an essential role in the process by which food is
converted into energy. Propylene glycol is used throughout the food industry as a food
additive and can be metabolized or excreted by the body [4], During the degradation of
networks o f PPF and PPF-DA, the hydrophilic degradation product, poly(acrylic acid-cofumaric acid), also occurs. Flowever, its molecular weight is well below the threshold
value of 70 kDa, below which hydrophilic polymers can be passively excreted by the
kidneys [ 1 1 ].
Crosslinked PPF’s degradation rate is dependent on many factors, such as the
molecular weight o f the PPF macromer, crosslinking agents, crosslinking density o f the
network, scaffold pore size and pore volume, environmental pH, and the presence of
other components in PPF-based composites [20, 24-27]. For example, the degradation
rate o f crosslinked networks o f PPF and PPF-DA has been shown to increase with
decreasing crosslinking densities because fewer chains must be cleaved to disrupt the
networks [26].

For some biodegradable polymers, like poly(lactic-co-glycolic acid) (PLGA)
copolymers, a phenomenon known as autocatalyzed degradation occurs as their acidic
degradation products reduce the local pH and further induce polymer degradation [28]. A
sudden increased release o f acidic degradation products can render the local environment

quite acidic, resulting in inflammation or even tissue necrosis. However, autocatalyzed
degradation o f PPF networks has not been observed.

In fact, network crosslinking

density was seen to influence PPF’s degradation rate to a greater extent than
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environmental pH [26]. Additional research has demonstrated that P-TCP can be
incorporated into PPF to act as a buffering agent, maintaining local pH and preventing
accelerated polymer degradation [20, 25, 26].

According to recent in vitro studies, the time needed to degrade 50 % o f the
original weight of the polymer ranged from about

12

weeks for weak thermal-crosslinked

porous networks o f PPF and NVP to more than 52 weeks for strong photo-crosslinked
solid networks of PPF and PPF-DA [25, 26]. Faster PPF degradation has been observed
in vivo and may result from local cellular activities or enzymatic cleavage o f the
polymeric networks [20, 26]. In a rabbit model, histomorphometric analysis indicated a
trend of increasing porosity o f PPF scaffolds over time due to surface erosion by
multinuclear cells [21]. Although PPF undergoes bulk degradation, the PPF/NVP/p-TCP
scaffold interior region degraded slower than its surface, allowing the implant interior to
maintain its mechanical properties to support the defect for a long period o f time [ 1 0 ].
Interestingly, all PPF-based scaffolds demonstrate biphasic degradation behavior
in both in vitro and in vivo studies.

More specifically, their mechanical properties

increase during the first few weeks, and then gradually decrease with degradation time
[20, 24-27], Although PPF can be hardened within 10 minutes, its crosslinking reaction
continues to proceed at a slow rate during these initial few weeks at physiological
conditions (37 °C) [29]. Thus, initial mechanical strengthening o f PPF networks results as
unreacted bonds within these networks continue to undergo crosslinking.

iii.

Osteoconductivity
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PPF has been shown to be osteoconductive, supporting bone cell proliferation and
differentiation in vitro and bone tissue ingrowth in vivo [10, 19, 21, 30]. Growth factors
incorporated into PPF networks have been used to modulate cell functions. In an in vitro
study, controlled release o f transforming growth factor p i (T G F-pi) resulted in higher
cell number, alkaline phosphatase (ALP) activity, and osteocalcin production when
marrow stromal cells (MSCs) were cultured on the surface o f crosslinked PPF/NVP
substrates. These results indicate that cell proliferation and osteoblastic differentiation on
PPF networks were enhanced by TG F-pi release.

In another study, crosslinked PPF

foams with or without pre-adsorption o f TG F-pi were implanted in rabbit cranial defects.
Significantly more bone ingrowth was observed on implants coated with TG F-pi at

8

weeks [31].

Beta-tricalcium phosphate (P-TCP) incorporation into PPF scaffolds has been
shown to enhance the mechanical properties and the osteoconductivity o f PPF networks.
For instance, when porous scaffolds fabricated from PPF alone were implanted in vivo,
low amounts o f bone growth was observed after

8

weeks [21]. However, after only 5

weeks post-implantation, scaffolds fabricated from PPF/p-TCP had promising bone
ingrowth, beginning at the peripheral surface and progressing towards the center o f the
defect.

PPF/p-TCP composites also exhibited in vitro osteoconductivity similar to or

better than that o f control tissue culture polystyrene [19], Thus, these results indicate the
potential o f PPF scaffolds as an osteoconductive carrier o f osteoinductive agents to

promote bone regeneration.
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PPF can also be used to form composite scaffolds incorporating PLGA
microspheres for controlled delivery o f osteogenic factors to promote bone formation in a
rabbit radial defect [32-35]. Additionally, PPF can be combined with other polymers such
as poly(ethylene glycol) (PEG) to construct copolymers, like poly(propylene fumarateco-ethylene glycol) (P(PF-co-EG)), which is water-soluble [36]. Bone cell encapsulation
with these PPF-based constructs has been shown to improve the rate and extent of
mineralized tissue formation in vitro [37-40], For cell encapsulation within PPF-based
networks, microparticles can be utilized as cell carriers.
stromal cells (MSCs)

were

encapsulated

More specifically, marrow

in gelatin microspheres

which were

subsequently surface crosslinked to protect cells in the short-term from unfavorable
crosslinking conditions, such as the toxic radical species and potential temperature rise
[40]. These encapsulated MSCs maintained cell viability in crosslinking PPF/NVP [37].
Alternatively, surface modification o f PPF-based polymers with biomimetic
materials can be used to enhance cellular recognition and to elicit specific cellular
responses to aid in tissue growth [41]. For example, scaffolds covalently attached with a
cell attachment ligands such as Arg-Gly-Asp (RGD) peptide increased MSC attachment
and migration in a specific and dose-dependent manner [42, 43], These attached MSCs
retained their ability to differentiate in vitro and to produce bone-like, mineralized tissue
[44]. Thus, surface modified PPF may be useful for guided tissue regeneration in dental
defects where proliferation and migration o f specific cell types is desired.
E.

IMPLANT FABRICATION
PPF can be easily cast into complex shapes through simple injection into molds

with subsequent thermal- or photo-crosslinking.

In a recent study, transparent room
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temperature vulcanizing (RTV) silicone was used to produce detailed and complex molds
that allowed light penetration for rapid photo-crosslinking [15]. PPF/PPF-DA polymer
was injected into the silicone molds, hardened by photo-crosslinking, and then placed at
100 °C for 24 h to ensure complete crosslinking.
devices, such as an

8

A number o f intricate orthopaedic

hole adaption plate and a lordotic anterior cervical fusion (ACF)

spacer, were successfully fabricated with little shrinkage (Figure 1.4) [15].
Porous scaffolds are especially important for bone tissue engineering because
interconnected pore networks allow vascularization and bone ingrowth throughout the
scaffolds [21]. They can also serve as carriers for delivery o f bioactive factors and/or
cells to further promote bone formation [31, 45]. PPF-based polymers can be easily
fabricated into porous architectures by various methods. One simple method incorporates
sodium bicarbonate and acidic agents with P(PF-co-EG). When the mixture is dissolved
in water, the reaction of sodium bicarbonate and acid produces the porogen, carbon
dioxide, making porous hydrogels (Figure 1.5) [45]. Sodium chloride with specific
crystal sizes, such as 300-500 pm, can also be used as a porogen. The salt is mixed with
uncrosslinked PPF and after crosslinking o f the polymer network, sodium chloride is
leached out in water, leaving interconnected pores inside PPF [21]. In order to design
optimized scaffolds with maximal porosity and suitable mechanical properties, more
complex techniques are needed to manufacture three-dimensional architectures.

For

example, a 3-D rapid prototyping system has been used to fabricate wax molds o f a
topology optimized design in a layer-by-layer printing fashion [46, 47]. Another 3-D
printing method is stereolithography that uses an ultraviolet (UV) laser with 325 nm
wavelength to photo-crosslink PPF/DEF mixtures with a 3-D printing resolution o f 0.1
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mm [48]. A 3-D solid modeling computer-aided-design (CAD) software package was
first used to design a prototype part with features o f circular pads, holes, and slots. The
resulting geometric data were then used to drive the stereolithography machine to
accurately manufacture the custom-designed PPF/DEF construct with an overall
thickness o f 4 mm for ultimate use as a biodegradable scaffold to repair a critical-sized
human bone defect [48].

F.

SUMMARY
PPF is a synthetic, degradable polymeric biomaterial with suitable physical

properties for numerous orthopaedic applications. A liquid polymer at room temperature,
PPF can be injected to fill defects or cast into molds o f various shapes. Based on its
unsaturated carbon-carbon double bonds, PPF can be crosslinked with different
crosslinking agents via thermal- or photo-initiation processes to form strong networks,
which can be further reinforced for high load bearing applications.

These PPF-based

networks can be degraded by ester hydrolysis into non-toxic small molecules without
persistent inflammatory responses. Bone tissue is able to grow into degrading PPF and
replace it over time.

The properties o f PPF can be easily modified with different

synthetic and crosslinking conditions, as well as other material additives to satisfy the
material property requirements for a specific application.

It is the versatility o f PPF,

stemming from its biocompatibility, in situ crosslinking properties, biodegradability,
osteoconductivity, and excellent mechanical properties, that makes this polymer a
promising candidate for orthopaedic and dental applications.
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Table 1.1: Mechanical properties o f PPF/PPF-DA networks. The PPF/PPF-DA double
bond ratio is defined as the mole fraction o f fumarate bonds within the PPF chain to the
acrylate bonds in PPF-DA. Data represent means ± standard deviation for n = 10 [15],
PPF/PPF-DA Double Bond Ratio
Mechanical Property

0.5

1

2

Strength at Break (MPa)

61+4

70

Yield Strength (MPa)

31 ± 5

29 ± 7

25

Elongation at Break (mm/mm)

0.108 ±0.014

0.113 ± 0.016

0.129 ±0.022

Elongation at Yield (mm/mm)

0.056 ±0.008

0.043 ± 0.009

0.043 ±0.012

Young’s Modulus (MPa)

857 ± 5 7

923 ± 43

806 ± 84

Fracture Strength (MPa)

201 ± 51

200 ± 39

253 ±81

Yield Strength (MPa)

57 ± 3

50 ± 2

35

Compressive Modulus (MPa)

1854 ± 9 7

1656 ±215

837 ± 109

Strength at Break (MPa)

100 ± 19

103 ± 9

92 ± 10

Bending Modulus (MPa)

3124 ± 2 0 4

2644 ± 236

2206 ± 233

43

40 ± 2

37 ± 3

Tensile
±6

64 ± 4
±6

Compressive

±6

Flexural

Shear
Shear Strength (MPa)

±6
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Figure 1.1: Chemical structure o f poly(propylene fumarate) (PPF).
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Figure 1.2: Reaction scheme o f the two-step synthesis o f PPF from diethyl fumarate and
propylene glycol.
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Figure 1.3: Crosslinking and degradation scheme o f PPF/PPF-DA networks [18].
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Figure 1.4: (A) 1.5 mm 8 hole adaption plates manufactured with 70:30 Poly(L/DLlactide) (P(L/DL-LA)) (left) and PPF/PPF-DA (right). (B) Plastic model (left) and
PPF/PPF-DA replicate of a 5 mm lordotic ACF spacer [15].
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Figure 1.5: Representative microcomputed tomography (microCT) scans o f P(PF-coEG) macroporous hydrogels (2.5 mm in diameter and 1.5 mm in thickness) with a spatial
resolution o f 10 pm [45],
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CHAPTER II

BACKGROUND: NANOCOMPOSITE SCAFFOLDS
FOR TISSUE ENGINEERING*

A.

INTRODUCTION

In recent years,

a great deal o f attention has been directed towards

nanotechnology and the potential benefits that this growing field may bring to a wide
variety o f engineering applications.

One o f the many applications o f nanotechnology

towards the biomedical sciences is the advancement o f biomaterials designed for tissue
engineering, especially those intended for biological tissues with complex properties.
Nanoscience will be particularly useful in tissue engineering since the interactions
between cells and biomaterials occur in the nanoscale and the components o f biological
tissues are nanomaterials themselves.

Bone tissue, for example, is a nanocomposite composed o f rigid hydroxyapatite
nanocrystals (60%) precipitated onto collagen fibers (30%) (Figure 2.1)

[49].

Hydroxyapatite, which occurs as small plates that are tens o f nanometers in length and
width and 2-3 nm in depth, impart compressive strength to bone. Collagen fibrils (1.53.5 nm in diameter) form triple helices and bundle into fibers (50-70 nm diameter)
responsible for the unique tensile properties o f com posite bone tissue [50]. The unique

and complex mechanical properties o f bone tissue arise from the interaction o f these two
* This chapter has been published as: M istry AS, Shi X, M ikos AG. N anocom posite scaffolds for tissue
engineering. In The B iom edical E ngineering H andbook: Tissue E n gineering a n d A rtificia l Organs', 3 rd
E dition, B ronzino JD, Eds.; CRC Press: B oca Ration, FL, 2006; pp 40-1-40-11.
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components in the nanoscale[51].

Similarly, nanomaterials possessing superior properties compared to conventional
materials are capable o f imparting some o f their properties onto macroscopic materials to
form nanocomposites.

In this manner, biomaterials may gain enhanced properties for

medical applications with the addition o f nanomaterials.

Biodegradable polymers, for

example, are generally too weak for load-bearing tissue applications.

However, the

incorporation of nanofillers into the polymer matrix can greatly improve the polymer’s
properties.

More specifically, nanofillers have been shown to improve a composite

material’s flexural modulus [17], tensile strength, stiffness, toughness [52-55], fatigue
resistance [56], wear resistance [57], thermal stability [58, 59], and gas permeability
properties [60]. Nanophase ceramic materials have been shown to also improve bone cell
functions [61] and can impart osteoconductivity and improved biocompatibility to
synthetic polymers [62, 63], Alternatively, hydroxyapatite nanocrystals can improve the
osteoconductivity and biocompatibility o f natural polymers, such as collagen, by
mimicking the natural composition o f bone [64-66],

The present chapter highlights

current efforts towards nanocomposite scaffolds for tissue engineering applications.

B.

NANOCOMPOSITE MATERIALS

i.

Nanomaterials Overview
Nanomaterials, as described here, are defined as materials with at least one o f

three dimensions less than 100 nm. Spherical nanoparticles, such as alumoxanes or silica
nanoparticles, are nano-sized in all three dimensions.

Nanotubes (carbon nanotubes),

rods, or needles (hydroxyapatite) have two nanometer sized dimensions. Nanosheets,
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such as layered silicates, have only one dimension in the nanoscale.

Each o f these

nanomaterials offers mechanical reinforcement or osteoconductivity by dispersing into a
matrix and/or chemically interacting with the macroscopic material.

However, these

particles are typically hydrophilic while the macroscopic material into which they are
dispersed is usually hydrophobic.

Thus, nanomaterial dispersion and promotion of

interactions between the nanofillers and the macroscopic material are the two primary
challenges for nanocomposite development.

Table 2.1 describes some o f the many different nanomaterials currently being
investigated for biomedical scaffolds.

Each section o f this chapter will discuss the

synthesis o f a nanomaterial as well as the fabrication o f nanocomposites from this
material.

A brief description o f relevant issues and results o f physical and biological

testing is also included for each material.

ii.

Functionalized Alumoxane Nanocomposites
Carboxylate-alumoxanes are alumina-based nanoparticles developed as inorganic

ceramic fillers for a variety o f engineering applications.

Alumoxanes are prepared

directly from boehmite mineral in a “top-down” synthesis involving acid hydrolysis [67].
Nanoparticle size is controlled by synthesis conditions and particles are easily
functionalized based on the type o f carboxylic acid used during synthesis [6 8 ]. Certain
functional groups can be added to the hydrophilic alumoxane nanoparticles to aid in
dispersion and covalent interaction with the composite medium. Vogelson et al. modified
alumoxanes with lysine and /i-hydroxybenzoic acid to reinforce organic epoxy resins and
yield sizable increases in thermal stability and tensile strength over blank resin [53].
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In our laboratory, we have studied the effects o f various surface-modified
alumoxane nanoparticles on the mechanical properties o f a biodegradable polymer for
load-bearing bone tissue applications [17]. Alumoxane nanoparticles with three different
surface modifications were tested: “activated” alumoxanes possessing two reactive
double bonds available for interaction with the crosslink network o f the polymer;
“surfactant” alumoxanes modified with long fatty acid chains to aid in dispersion within
the hydrophobic polymer; and “hybrid” alumoxanes modified with a surfactant chain and
a reactive double bond within the same substituent (Figure 2.2).

These nanoparticles

were incorporated into a biodegradable poly(propylene fumarate)-based (PPF) system
and the nanocomposites were tested for flexural and compressive mechanical properties.

Unmodified boehmite particle composites showed no significant improvement in
mechanical properties compared to polymer resin alone and demonstrated a significant
decrease in flexural fracture strength with increased loading. This is explained by the
formation of large aggregates within the hydrophobic polymer which promote crack
formation (Figure 2.3A).

The activated alumoxane nanocomposites were expected to

covalently interact with the PPF matrix, but instead tended to aggregate into micron-sized
clusters which decreased flexural fracture strength with increased loading.

Surfactant

alumoxane nanocomposites demonstrated significant improvements in flexural modulus
over blank polymer resin due to the fine dispersion o f nanoparticles within the polymer
matrix as determined by scanning electron microscopy (SEM). The hybrid alumoxane
nanocomposites performed the best out of all materials by improving the flexural
modulus o f PPF at loading concentrations between 0.5 and 5 wt. %.

At a 1 wt. %

loading, the flexural modulus reached 5410 ± 460 MPa, a factor o f 3.5 greater than
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polymer alone (Figure 2.4A). Additionally, hybrid nanocomposites caused no significant
loss o f flexural or compressive fracture strength up to 5 wt. % loading (Figure 2.4B).
SEM images revealed that the surfactant chain within the functional group o f hybrid
alumoxanes aided in dispersion within the polymer (Figure 2.3B) while the significant
increase in mechanical properties may be explained by covalent interaction between PPF
polymer and alumoxane nanoparticles.

Thus, surface-modification o f alumoxane

nanoparticles significantly increased the flexural modulus o f polymer nanocomposites
without a detrimental effect on fracture strength.

iii.

Polymer-Layered Silicate Nanocomposites

Layered silicates, derived from smectite clays, are commonly used as fillers for
polymeric materials for many different applications as their chemistries have been
extensively studied

[69]. Polymer layered

silicate nanocomposites have shown

improvements in mechanical, thermal, optical, physicochemical and barrier properties as
well as fire resistance compared to pure polymers or conventional composites (composed
of micron-sized particles) [52, 59],
These materials, unlike the other nanophase materials described in this chapter,
are nano-sized in only one dimension and thereby act as nanoplatelets that sandwich
polymer chains in composites. Montmorillonite (MMT) is a well-characterized layeredsilicate that can be made hydrophobic through either ionic exchange or modification with
organic surfactant molecules to aid in dispersion [52, 70]. Polymer-layered silicates may
be synthesized by exfoliation adsorption, in situ intercalative polymerization, and melt
intercalation to yield three general types o f polymer/clay nanocomposites. Intercalated
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structures are characterized as alternating polymer and silicate layers in an ordered
pattern with a periodic space between layers o f a few nanometers [60]. Exfoliated or
delaminated structure occurs when silicate layers are uniformly distributed throughout the
polymer matrix. In some cases, the polymer does not intercalate the layers o f silicate,
resulting in a phase separated structure containing micron-sized clusters o f multiple
silicate layers [52], Typically, the greatest improvement o f properties is observed in
exfoliated structures based on the degree o f layered-silicate dispersion within the polymer
[60, 71, 72], though intercalated systems show more significant improvements in certain
properties such as fracture behavior [70].

For biomedical applications, layered silicates have been incorporated into
biodegradable lactide-based polymers to improve mechanical properties for hard-tissue
applications. Lee et al. incorporated MMT nanoplatelets into poly(L-lactic acid) (PLLA)
with the aim of improving the intrinsic stiffness o f porous polymer scaffolds [58].
Exfoliated composites were prepared by the exfoliation-adsorption process and thermal
and tensile mechanical properties were examined. The authors observed decreased glass
transition temperatures with the addition o f MMT to PLLA along with a larger
amorphous region, which may have a positive effect on the biodegradation behavior o f
the composite. The tensile modulus o f PLLA loaded with 5.79 wt. % MMT increased
approximately 40% compared to pristine PLLA while maintaining more than 90%
porosity.
Biomedical polyurethanes have also been modified with organically modified
layered silicates (OLS) to improve mechanical properties and reduce gas permeability
[73]. Xu et al. demonstrated an increase in tensile modulus with increased OLS
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concentration without the loss o f strength and ductility that is typical for filler systems.
Additionally, they observed a fivefold decrease in water vapor permeability, which is a
major advantage for blood-contacting biomedical devices.

iv.

Hydroxyapatite Nanocomposites

As the nanostructure o f bone was revealed, many researchers started to synthesize
nanoscale hydroxyapatite (HA) and investigate its properties. Among various methods to
prepare hydroxyapatite, the wet chemical method is most commonly used because it is
well developed and easily adjusted for mass production [74], Briefly, solutions o f either
calcium hydroxide and orthophosphoric acid or calcium salts and phosphate salts are
mixed in a Ca/P ratio of 1.67. Under these conditions, hydroxyapatite will precipitate
from the solution [75]. Researchers can finely tune this simple method to make
hydroxyapatite nanocrystals in various shapes such as spheres, rods, needles, and plates
[75-80],

Due to its low flexural strength and toughness, commercial hydroxyapatite
powders (of micron-sized particles) are usually limited to use as non-load bearing
implants or bioactive coatings on stronger materials, such as titanium alloys, to promote
bone ingrowth [81]. Nanocrystalline hydroxyapatite with an average grain size of 100 nm
possesses superior bending strength (182 MPa) and compressive strength (879 MPa)
compared to conventional hydroxyapatite (in the range o f 38-113 MPa in bending and
120-800 MPa in compression) [82].

Improved osteoblast adhesion, proliferation, and

mineralization were also observed on the surface of nanoscale hydroxyapatite [61, 8385],
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It is very attractive to introduce nanoscale hydroxyapatite as a filler for widely
used biopolymers to improve bioactive and mechanical properties.

As mentioned

previously, however, the major challenge is achieving uniform dispersion o f hydrophilic
HA nanoparticles throughout hydrophobic polymer matrixes. Surfactants, such as
lecithin, can be used to prevent aggregation o f hydroxyapatite nanocrystals and
homogeneously distribute them into PMMA polymer [8 6 ].

Liu et al. successfully

modified the surface o f hydroxyapatite nanocrystals with poly(ethylene glycol) (PEG),
poly(methylmethacrylate)

(PMMA),

poly(butyl

methacrylate)

(PBMA),

and

poly(hydroxyethyl methacrylate) (PHEMA) to produce chemical bonding between the
filler and matrix [87,

8 8 ].

In another study, tensile strength and modulus o f composites

were significantly enhanced by the improved interface o f HA nanocrystals and
PEG/poly(butylenes terephthalate) (PEG/PBT) block copolymer [89].
Natural polymers have also been investigated for nanocomposites.

In fact, a

biodegradable chitosan/HA nanocomposite made by in situ hybridization exhibited
higher bending strength and modulus than PMMA [90]. Moreover, nanoscale HA fillers
can reduce water absorption, thus retaining material mechanical properties under
moisture conditions for the potential application o f internal fixation o f bone fractures
[90].
In an in vivo study, the biocompatibility and osteointegration o f biodegradable
PPF polym er grafts were improved when nanoscale hydroxyapatite w as em ployed as

opposed to micron-sized particles [91]. In another study, HA nanocrystals were reported
to grow on the surface of self-assembled collagen triple helices along the longitudinal
axes o f their fibrils [92]. This designed hierarchical structure is very close to the actual
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nanostructure of bone. Thus, hydroxyapatite nanocomposites provide significant
advantages for successful orthopaedic and dental applications in that they closely mimic
natural bones and improve the bioactivity o f many materials.

v.

Other Ceramic Nanocomposites

In effort to enhance the osteoconductivity o f poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA)
bone cement, Rhee et al. incorporated silica nanoparticles into the polymer [63, 93]. This
composite was synthesized by sol-gel processing with the goal o f improving binding at
the bone-implant interface. The authors observed high mechanical properties inaddition
to crystalline apatite formation on implants in simulated body fluid.
While PMMA is useful as a bone cement, it is not ideal for tissue engineering
applications as it is non-degradable. Researchers incorporated the same type o f silica
nanoparticles into the biodegradable poly(s-caprolactone) (PCL) and also observed
apatite formation and favorable mechanical properties [94, 95].
Another noteworthy effort at nanocomposite fabrication applied ceramic
nanoparticles to a ceramic material to enhance osteoconductivity and mechanical
performance.

Nawa et al. developed a ceria-stabilized tetragonal zirconia polycrystal

(Ce-TZP) ceramic and incorporated alumina (AI2O 3) nanocrystals into it to via wet
chemistry methods for load-bearing bone applications [96]. Further studies o f this
material investigated its ability to induce apatite formation [97], in vivo biocompatibility,
and resistance to wear [57] with favorable results.

vi.

Carbon Nanotube Nanocomposites
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Carbon nanotubes are among the strongest materials known because o f their
almost defect-free graphite architecture with the sp2 type o f carbon-carbon covalent bond,
which is one o f the strongest chemical bonds in nature [98, 99], There are two types of
carbon nanotubes: multi-walled carbon nanotubes (MWNTs), first discovered in 1991
[100], and single-walled carbon nanotubes (SWNTs), first reported in 1993 [101, 102],
Depending on the quality o f nanotubes, elastic moduli can be as high as 1 TPa for
SWNTs and 0.3-1 TPa for MWNTs, while strength ranges from 50-500 GPa for SWNTs
and 10-60 GPa for MWNTs [103]. Owing to their very small diameters (ranging from
0.42 nm to dozens o f nanometers) and lengths o f more than several micrometers, the
aspect ratio (length-to-diameter ratio) o f carbon nanotubes can be more than 1 ,0 0 0 , while
those o f conventional carbon fibers are only about 100 [104]. Therefore, carbon
nanotubes could become the best reinforcing fiber for composite materials.

Both types of carbon nanotubes are synthesized by three methods involving gas
phase processing: arc-discharge, laser ablation, chemical vapor deposition (CVD) [105],
Subsequent purification procedures are required to remove impurities, such as catalyst
particles, amorphous carbon, and non-tubular fullerenes, from the nanotubes [106],

One o f the greatest challenges for developing carbon nanotube nanocomposites is
separating nanotubes bundles, which aggregate into ropes due to strong inter-tube van der
Waals attractions.

This makes it quite difficult to obtain a uniform dispersion of

individual nanotubes into a matrix material. Another significant challenge is effectively

transferring load from a matrix to nanotubes, which have atomically smooth surfaces.
The main dispersion methods include mechanical procedures, sonication o f nanotubes in
solvents and surfactants, and surface functionalization [107]. Among them, surface
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functionalization seems superior in that functional groups on the surfaces can not only
isolate individual nanotubes from each other and therefore achieve uniform distribution
throughout matrix, but also provide possible sites for covalent bonding between
nanotubes and matrix to facilitate load transfer. Dyke and Tour added various functional
moieties to the surfaces o f SWNTs by diazonium-based reactions and were able to
separate bundles into individual nanotubes [108], Mitchell et al. showed that such
functionalized

SWNTs

demonstrated

much

better

dispersion

in

polymer

than

unfunctionalized ones [109].

Many researchers have reported significant improvements o f mechanical
properties in thermoplastics and epoxy resins by the addition o f MWNTs or SWNTs
[110, 111], Cooper et al. found that impact strengths of both types o f carbon nanotubes in
PMMA were significantly improved compared to pure polymer [112]. Carbon nanotubes
provide another opportunity for creating dense ceramic composites with enhanced
mechanical properties by absorbing energy through their highly flexible elastic behavior
during deformation [113]. With the addition o f 5 or 10 % well-dispersed MWNTs, both
the strength and fracture toughness o f alumina were greatly increased [103], In addition
to their exceptional mechanical properties, carbon nanotubes also possess superior
electric properties [105]. In an in vitro study, current-conducting composites o f polylactic
acid (PLA) and multi-walled carbon nanotubes were effectively used as substrates to
expose osteoblasts to electrical stimulation, which promotes cellular functions for new
bone formation [114]. Though carbon nanotubes are a relatively new material for
biomedical applications, they show great potential for engineering biomaterials for hard
tissue scaffolds.
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C.

CONCLUSIONS

As is evident by the described studies, a great deal of progress has been made
towards improving biomaterials for tissue engineering through nanotechnology.
Nanocomposite scaffolds have demonstrated enhanced mechanical properties and
improved osteoconductivity o f polymers as well as other materials.

The challenge

remains to design a nanocomposite scaffold with mechanical properties suitable for hard,
cortical bone regeneration therapies. Future studies of nanocomposites should focus an
answering an important question: How do these novel materials perform in vivo? The in
vivo biocompatibility and osteoconductivity must be well characterized before the high
potential o f nanocomposite scaffolds for tissue engineering can be achieved.
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Table 2.1: Nanomaterials for biomedical composites.
N anom aterial

C hem ical Form ula

C om posite M aterials for

R eferences

B iom edical A pplications
C arboxylate

[A l(0 )x( 0 H ) y( 0 2CR )z]n

PPF

H orch et al. [17]

Mx(Al4_xMgx)Si802o(OH)4

PLLA

Lee et al. [58]

Polyurethanes

X u et al. [73]

PM M A

F ang et al. [86]

A lum oxane
M ontm orillonite

H ydroxyapatite

C a 10(PO 4)6(O H )2

PEG ,

PM M A ,

PBM A ,

Liu et al. [87-89]

PH EM A , PE G /PB T

Silica

A lum ina

S i0 2

a i 2o

3

Chitosan

Hu et al. [90]

PPF

L ew androw ski et al. [91]

C ollagen

Z hang et al. [92]

PM M A

R hee et al. [63, 93, 94]

PCL

Y oo et al. [95]

Ce-TZP

N a w a e t al. [55, 96]
T anaka et al. [57]
U chida et al. [97]

Carbon N anotube

C

PM M A

C ooper et al. [112]

PLA

Supronow icz et al. [114]
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Collagen
Fiber

Hydroxyapatite
Nanocrystal

Microscale

Macroscale

Figure 2.1: Nanocomposite structure o f bone. The interaction between collagen fibers
and hydroxyapatite nanocrystals in the nanoscale gives rise to the complex mechanical
properties o f bone tissue observed in the macroscale.
Cells operating on this
collagen/hydroxyapatite nanocomposite continually remodel bone on the microscale.
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Figure 2.2: Chemical structures of modified alumoxanes: (A) diacryloyl lysinealumoxane (activated), (B) stearic acid-alumoxane (surfactant), and (C) acryloyl
undecanoic amino acid-alumoxane (hybrid).
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Figure 2.3: SEM images of fracture planes o f nanocomposite samples after mechanical
testing: (A) unmodified boehmite crystals in polymer, bar is 1 pm; (B) hybrid alumoxane
nanocomposite, bar is 1 pm [17].
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F igu re 2.4: Flexural testing o f hybrid alumoxanes. Flexural modulus (A) and flexural

fracture strength (B) o f hybrid alumoxane nanocomposites as a function o f nanoparticle
loading weight percentage. Error bars represent mean ± standard deviation for n = 5. The
symbol
indicates a statistically significant difference compared to the pure polymer
resin (p < 0.05) [17].
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CHAPTER III

OBJECTIVES

The overall goal o f this work was to develop and characterize nanocomposites
based on single-walled carbon nanotubes (SWNTs) and poly(propylene fumarate) (PPF)
and to evaluate their potential as injectable scaffold materials for bone tissue engineering.
Since the PPF polymer lacks the mechanical properties required for load-bearing bone
tissue applications, SWNTs were chosen as reinforcing agents based on their extremely
high mechanical properties and aspect ratio. However, incorporation o f SWNTs into the
PPF matrix is very challenging. SWNTs are novel nanomaterials, and as such, they may
significantly alter physicochemical and biological properties o f PPF such as injectability,
crosslinking characteristics, mechanical properties, biocompatibility, biodegradability,
and osteoconductivity. In the course o f this work, the following specific objectives were
identified and investigated:
1) To develop a method to uniformly disperse SWNTs into the PPF polymer.
2) To characterize the dispersion o f SWNTs in the PPF matrix and the mechanical
properties of the resulting nanocomposites.
3) To investigate the mechanism o f load transfer from PPF to SWNTs and the
resulting mechanical enhancements.
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4) To compare the rheological and mechanical properties o f the nanocomposites of
different carbon nanostructures including C 6o fullerenes, SWNTs, and ultra-short
SWNTs (US-tubes).
5) To evaluate the in vitro biocompatibility o f different SWNT/PPF nanocomposites
in three forms: unreacted components before crosslinking, crosslinked networks, and
degradation products.
6)

To fabricate highly porous scaffolds from SWNT/PPF nanocomposites using a

thermal-crosslinking particulate-leaching technique.
7) To evaluate the effects of nanocomposite composition and porosity on the pore
structures, mechanical properties, and in vitro osteoconductivity o f porous scaffolds.
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CHAPTER IV

RHEOLOGICAL BEHAVIOR AND MECHANICAL
CHARACTERIZATION OF INJECTABLE POLY (PROPYLENE
FUMARATE)/SINGLE-WALLED CARBON NANOTUBE
COMPOSITES FOR BONE TISSUE ENGINEERING*

ABSTRACT
This work investigated the effects of the use o f a surfactant or the
functionalization o f single-walled carbon nanotubes on their dispersion in un-crosslinked
poly(propylene fumarate) (PPF) and the mechanical reinforcement o f crosslinked
composites as a function of the SWNT concentration.

Rheological measurements

showed good dispersion of SWNTs in un-crosslinked PPF at low concentrations o f 0.05
wt% and SWNT aggregation for higher concentrations for all formulations examined.
Mechanical testing demonstrated significant reinforcement in the compressive and
flexural mechanical properties o f crosslinked nanocomposites which peaked for low
SWNT concentrations on the order of 0.05 wt%. For example, a 74% increase was
recorded for the compressive modulus and a 69% increase for the flexural modulus of
nanocomposites with functionalized SWNTs at a 0.05 wt% loading. Nevertheless, this
reinforcement was not related to the use o f a surfactant or the functionalization o f the
SWNTs tested. Scanning electron microscopy examinations o f fractured nanocomposite
surfaces revealed the formation o f SWNT aggregates at higher concentrations
corroborating the rheological and mechanical data.

These results suggest that the

* This chapter has been published as: Shi X, H udson JL, Spicer PP, T our JM , K rishnam oorti R, M ikos
AG. R heological behavior and m echanical characterization o f injectable poly(propylene
fum arate)/single-w alled carbon nanotubes com posites for bone tissue engineering. N a notechnology,
2005; 16: S531-S538.
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dispersion o f individual SWNTs in a un-crosslinked formulation is pivotal to the
development of injectable nanocomposites for bone tissue engineering applications.
INTRODUCTION

Traditional treatments for bone defects involve the use o f bone tissue from the
same individual or from a bone bank, and permanent biomaterials, such as metals and
ceramics. However, problems associated with limited availability o f autogenous tissue,
potential disease transfer with allogenous tissue, and failure o f permanent prostheses,
have stimulated research towards the development o f polymeric scaffolding materials that
aid in bone tissue formation and regeneration [ 1 ],

Poly(propylene fumarate) (PPF) has been developed in our laboratory for use as
an injectable biodegradable polymer scaffold for bone tissue engineering applications
[11]. PPF can be crosslinked with poly(propylene fumaratej-diacrylate (PPF-DA) among
other crosslinking molecules to form a polymer network [115]. However, even though the
mechanical properties o f crosslinked PPF are comparable to those o f trabecular bone,
significant mechanical reinforcement is needed for the use o f the material as a scaffold o f
high porosity for guided tissue growth under load bearing conditions [17, 25].
Single-walled carbon nanotubes (SWNTs) have been considered as reinforcing
fillers because o f their superb mechanical properties (~ 640 GPa in modulus and ~ 40
GPa in tensile strength) and high aspect ratio [116, 117]. However, a mechanical
reinforcement is questionable unless an external loading force can be efficiently
transferred to dispersed carbon nanotubes [116]. Dispersion of SWNTs in a polymer
remains a major challenge because synthesized SWNTs usually exist as ropes of
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hundreds o f individual nanotubes and also tend to aggregate into micron-sized
agglomerates due to strong inter-tube van der Waals and n-n attraction (0.5 eV per nm)
[118]. The use of a surfactant or the covalent functionalization o f SWNTs have been
proven effective strategies in dispersing SWNTs in a polymer matrix [109, 119].

Our laboratories are interested in developing PPF-based/SWNT nanocomposites
with enhanced mechanical properties for bone tissue engineering applications. To this
end, the rheological behaviors o f SWNT dispersions were examined to determine the
mesoscale dispersion o f SWNTs and assess their potential as part o f an injectable
biomaterial. The following questions are addressed: (1) Do low concentrations of SWNTs
affect the rheological behavior o f un-crosslinked formulations and the mechanical
properties o f crosslinked nanocomposites? (2) Does the presence o f a surfactant or the
covalent functionalization o f SWNTs enhance SWNT dispersion into un-crosslinked
formulations and reinforce the crosslinked nanocomposites?

EXPERIMENTAL SECTION

Materials
Diethyl fumarate, hydroquinone, fumaric acid, acryloyl chloride, triethylamine,
12-aminododecanoic acid (ADA), benzoyl peroxide (BP), and ALV-dimethyl-p-toluidine
(DMT) were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (St. Louis, MO). Propylene glycol, zinc
chloride, propylene oxide, pyridine, hydrochloric acid, sodium hydroxide, and sodium
sulfate were purchased from Fisher-Acros (Fair Lawn, NJ). All organic solvents were
purchased from Fisher-Acros as reagent grade and used as received.
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Polymer Synthesis

Poly(propylene fumarate) (PPF) was synthesized following a two-step procedure
as previously described [7], The polymer structure was confirmed by 'H-NM R and the
molecular weight was measured relative to polystyrene standards by gel permeation
chromatography (GPC) with a differential refractive index detector (Waters 410, Milford,
MA) using a Styragel HR 4E 7.8

X

300 mm column (Waters, Milford, MA). The PPF

used for this study had a number average molecular weight (Mn) o f 1600 Da and a weight
average molecular weight (Mw) o f 3500 Da.

Poly(propylene fumarate)-diacrylate (PPF-DA) with one center fumarate unit and
two terminal acrylate groups was synthesized in a two-step reaction as previously
described and its structure was confirmed by 1H-NMR [9].

SW N Ts
The SWNTs used in this study were produced by a high-pressure carbon
monoxide (HiPco) process [120]. The metallic catalyst in the synthesized SWNTs was
then removed by wet air oxidation followed by a hydrochloric acid rinse as previously
described [121]. The purified SWNTs (residual metal content 2 wt %) were then
functionalized by a diazonium based method [122]. Three distinct types o f SWNTs were
examined: (1) HiPco-produced purified SWNTs (referred to as SWNTs), (2) a mixture of
SWNTs and 12-aminododecanoic acid (ADA) surfactant at a ratio o f fifty SWNT carbon
atoms to one ADA molecule or a weight ratio o f 2.8 to 1 (referred to as SWNT+S), and
(3) functionalized SWNTs (referred to as F-SWNT) (Figure 4.1).
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Functionalized SWNT Preparation
To a 250 mL round bottom flask equipped with a stir bar was added
phenethylalcohol functionalized SWNTs [122] (15 meq C, 0.175 g). The flask was then
sealed with a septa, evacuated and backfilled with nitrogen (3x).

To this was added

anhydrous dimethylformamide (100 mL). The mixture was sonicated (12 W) for 5 min.
to thoroughly disperse the nanotube material.

After dispersion was completed

triethylamine (30 mmol, 3.0 g) was added followed by dropwise addition o f acryloyl
chloride (30 mmol, 2.72 g). The suspension was allowed to stir at room temperature for
2 hours. The mixture was then filtered over a 0.2 um PTFE membrane and washed with
acetone (300 mL), followed by water (300 mL), 3 portions o f acetone (200 mL) and
finally a portion o f ether (200 mL) to give functional nanotube material (0.267 g). TGA
mass loss 38%.

Nanocomposite Preparation
PPF and PPF-DA were mixed in chloroform at a double bond ratio (DBR) o f 0.5,
or 1:2.08 mass ratio for the synthesized PPF and PPF-DA in this study. The DBR is
defined as the mole fraction o f fumarate bonds within the PPF to the acrylate bonds in
PPF-DA.

SWNTs samples were first dispersed in chloroform by high-shear mixing for 5
min and sonication (700 W ULTRAsonik 28x bath cleaner, Ney Dental, Yucaipa, CA)
for 15 min, then added into the PPF/PPF-DA mixture at SWNT concentrations of 0, 0.01,
0.02, 0.05, 0.1, and 0.2 wt %, followed by another 15 min o f sonication.
chloroform was removed by rotary evaporation and vacuum drying.
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UV-Vis-nIR Spectroscopy
The absorption spectra o f SWNTs in a wavelength range o f 400 to 1600 nm were
obtained with a Jasco V570 spectrophotometer using a SWNT suspension in chloroform
in a quartz cuvette or a SWNT nanocomposite film on a glass slide.

Rheological Testing
Measurements were performed with an AR1000 rheometer (TA Instruments, New
Castle, DE) in an oscillatory shear mode at 25 °C.

Un-crosslinked polymer melt or

nanocomposite melt samples were placed between a base plate and a cone geometry (60
mm diameter, 59 min cone angle, and 26 pm truncation). Each sample was examined as
a function of oscillatory strain frequency (ca) o f 0.001 to 30 Hz using 0.01 to 0.1 strain
amplitude and the complex viscosity magnitude (|r|*|), storage modulus (G ’), and loss
modulus (G” ) were recorded. The data were verified to be in the linear dynamic range by
ascertaining that the reported data were independent o f strain amplitude. For the case of
the nanocomposites, the strain amplitude employed was at the low end o f the range
reported, while for the un-crosslinked polymer at the lowest frequencies the high end o f
the strain amplitude reported was used.

Thermal-crosslinking and Specimen Fabrication
The thermal-crosslinking reaction o f a nanocomposite formulation was triggered
by the addition of 1 wt % BP (free-radical initiator) and 0.15 wt % DMT (accelerator).
BP was dissolved in diethyl fumarate at a concentration of 0.1 g/ml, and administered
into the mixture followed by the addition o f DMT under vigorous stirring to initiate the
polymerization.
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The polymeric mixture was filled into cylindrical glass vials o f 6.5 mm in
diameter and 40 mm in length for compressive testing or injected into cylindrical glass
tubes o f 3 mm in diameter and 150 mm in length for flexural testing. Both specimens
were centrifuged at 721 g for 5 min to remove any air bubbles and then cured at 37 °C for
24 hours. The specimens were recovered by breaking the glass container.

Mechanical Testing
The mechanical testing experiments under both compression and flexion were
conducted with dried specimens at room temperature using an 858 Material Testing
System mechanical testing machine (MTS System Corporation, Eden Prairie, MN) with
5-time repeated runs for each sample group (n = 5).
Compressive testing was carried out in accordance to the American Society of
Testing Materials (ASTM) Standard D695-02a. Crosslinked cylindrical specimens were
cut with a diamond saw so that their length was twice their diameter and their two ends
were flat and perpendicular to their long axis. The prepared specimens had dimensions
o f 6.5 mm in diameter and 13 mm in length and were compressed along their long axis
until failure. The force and displacement were recorded throughout the compression and
converted to stress and strain based on the initial specimen dimensions. The compressive
modulus was calculated as the slope o f the initial linear portion o f the stress-strain curve.
The offset compressive yield strength was determined as the stress at which the stressstrain curve intersected with a line drawn parallel to the slope defining the modulus,
beginning at 1.0% strain (offset). The compressive strength was defined as the maximum
stress carried by the specimen during the compression testing.
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Flexural testing was performed in accordance to ASTM Standard D790-03.
Crosslinked specimens were cut into rods o f approximately 60 mm length. The testing
rods were placed on a 3-point bending apparatus with two supports spanning 40 mm from
each other and loaded by means o f a loading nose midway between the supports until
failure.

In a manner similar to that o f compressive testing, the recorded force and

displacement were converted to a stress-strain curve and the flexural modulus and
strength were calculated from the stress-strain curve.

Sol Fraction Study
Sol fraction was measured on the basis that un-crosslinked PPF, PPF-DA, and
their oligomers are soluble in methylene chloride while the crosslinked polymer network
is not. In a typical experiment, a sample of approximately weight o f 0.5 g was weighed
(W j ,

accurate to 0.001 g) and placed into a vial with 20 ml o f methylene chloride. The

vial was sealed and placed on a shaker table (80 rpm) at room temperature for 7 days.
The solid sample was then collected by filtration with a weighed filter paper

( W p).

The

filter paper with retained material was dried at 60 °C for lh and at room temperature for
another lh, and then weighed again

( W p+S) .

The sol fraction was calculated by the

following equation and the testing was repeated five times for each sample group (n = 5).

W. - (W

- W )

Sol fraction = — 1------ —----- -—x 100%
W,
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Scanning Electron Microscopy
The fracture surfaces o f tested specimens from mechanical testing were sputtercoated with gold, and then examined with a FEI XL-30 environmental scanning electron
microscope (FEI Company, Hillsboro, OR) at an accelerating voltage o f 20 kV.

Statistical Analysis
The data from mechanical testing and sol fraction measurements were expressed
as means ± standard deviation for n = 5 for each sample group. Single factor analysis of
variance (ANOVA) was performed to assess the statistical significance within the data
set. If the ANOVA test detected significance, the Tukey’s Honestly Significantly
Different (HSD) multiple comparison test was used to determine the effects o f the
parameters examined. All comparisons were conducted at a 95 % confidence interval ip <
0.05).

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

UV-Vis-nIR Spectroscopy
The UV-Vis-nIR absorption spectra o f samples o f the three groups o f SWNTs are
shown in Figure 4.2.

The state o f un-functionalized SWNT dispersion can be

qualitatively examined from the Vis-nIR spectral features, which are sharp when SWNTs
exist as individual nanotubes or as small bundles, broadened when SWNTs aggregate
together, and lost when SWNT surfaces are covalently modified. Characteristic van Hove
singularities are obvious in the spectra o f SWNT and SWNT+S nanocomposites (trace A
and C), indicating good dispersion o f SWNTs in PPF matrix with or without ADA
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surfactant [117]. However, the dispersion state o f functionalized SWNTs cannot be
revealed from the Vis-nIR spectroscopy because the absence o f these singularities in
trace B is merely a result o f the covalent functionalization which disrupts the electronic
structure o f SWNTs.

Rheological Testing

The linear dynamic oscillatory shear viscoelastic response for the un-crosslinked
polymer and the un-crosslinked nanocomposites with varying concentrations of SWNTs
compatibilized with the polymer using the ADA surfactant are shown in Figures 4.3.
Both the elastic modulus (G’) and the complex viscosity magnitude (|r|*l) transform
abruptly from liquid-like behavior for the matrix polymer (G ’ oc co~2, \r\*\
like for the nanocomposites with 0.05 wt % and higher SWNT (G ’

eo~°) to solid-

oc
o

oc

*

_ i

co~ , |r| | oc co~ ).

This transformation is most effectively observed in Figure 4.4, where the data indicate
that the viscosity diverges at a finite value o f the complex modulus or equivalently the
applied shear stress for the nanocomposites with loading o f SWNT in excess of 0.05 wt
%. The low frequency power law exponents for G ’ and |r|*| for these and the other
nanocomposites are reported in Table 4.1. On the basis o f the data in Table 4.1, it is clear
that the onset for solid-like behavior occurs at the lowest SWNT concentrations for the
pristine SWNT nanocomposites. By far, the nanocomposites prepared with the
functionalized SWNT ropes exhibit minimal change in the viscoelastic response at 0.05
wt % SWNT.

The solid-like behavior in such nanocomposites is reminiscent o f soft glassy
materials [123] and has been attributed to the geometrical percolation o f the dispersed
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nanoparticles and results in the hydrodynamic signatures observed here [124-126], In
order to more precisely determine the onset o f geometrical percolation for the
nanocomposites, we plot the low frequency plateau value for G ’ as a function o f SWNT
concentration in Figure 4.5. We note that at all frequencies the moduli for the
nanocomposites are larger than that o f the matrix polymer, and at the lowest frequencies
the network structure of the SWNT dominates the response. The values o f G’ (at low
frequencies) increase roughly linearly with SWNT concentration and demonstrate that the
SWNT nanocomposites have a higher degree o f reinforcement as compared to the
surfactant compatibilized nanocomposites. On the basis o f linear extrapolations o f these
low frequency plateau values o f G ’, percolation thresholds o f ~ 0.03 and 0.05 wt %
SWNT for the SWNT and the SWNT+S nanocomposites are calculated. Extrapolating
the calculations o f Garboczi et al [127], we infer an effective aspect ratio o f the SWNTs
(either individuals or ropes) to be ~ 2000 and 3000 for the SWNT+S nanocomposites and
the SWNT nanocomposites, respectively. It is somewhat surprising to observe a better
effective dispersion o f the SWNTs by the polymer by itself as compared to the surfactant
mediated dispersion, a phenomenon which requires further molecular level investigation
and understanding.

Mechanical Testing
The

compressive

and

flexural

mechanical

properties

of

crosslinked

nanocomposites with varying SWNT concentrations are shown in Figures 4.6A - E and
Table 4.2.

In general, the incorporations o f SWNTs, using the three methodologies

described here, reinforced the mechanical properties o f the polymer in a qualitatively
similar manner, i.e., the mechanical properties increased with the initial very low
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concentrations of SWNTs, peaked between 0.02 - 0.1 wt %, then plateaued or decreased
at higher SWNT loadings exhibiting significantly large variation between different
samples. Also, little difference in mechanical reinforcement was observed among
nanocomposites using the three different types o f SWNTs for the SWNT concentrations
examined.
There were significant enhancements in compressive modulus for the three
groups o f nanocomposites with values up to 65, 72, and 74 % for the SWNT, SWNT+S,
and F-SWNT nanocomposites, respectively, compared to the pure polymer (Figure 4.6A).
Similar increases were observed for the offset compressive yield strength (Figure 4.6B).
Flowever, no significant reinforcements in compressive strength were observed for the
different nanocomposites tested (Figure 4.6C).
In addition to compressive mechanical properties, flexural mechanical properties
are equally important for bone tissue engineering applications [49]. Both flexural
modulus and strength increased with the incorporation o f SWNTs. Further, the flexural
modulus and strength, unlike their compressive analogs, exhibited consistent trends with
SWNT concentrations. For example, the flexural modulus and strength of F-SWNT
nanocomposites increased 69 and 51 %, respectively, at 0.05 wt % SWNT concentration
(Figure 4.6 D and E).

Sol Fraction Study
The sol fractions measured for the different nanocomposites varied from 0.17 ±
0.01 to 0.25 ± 0.07, however, there was no significant difference amongst the three
groups of nanocomposites with the various concentrations o f SWNTs examined (data not
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shown).

Since the sol fraction correlated to the crosslinking density o f PPF-based

networks [12], the results show that the addition of the SWNTs used in this study did not
significantly change the PPF crosslinking density and thus the observed mechanical
reinforcement cannot be attributed to changes in crosslinking density.

Scanning Electron Microscopy
Figure

4.7A

shows

SWNT

bundles

covered

by

polymer

and

aligned

perpendicularly to the fracture surface, broken and/or pulled out o f polymer matrix. The
bridging o f a fracture plane by SWNT bundles contributes to the mechanical
reinforcement of the material resulting in increased mechanical properties. In addition,
SEM revealed that SWNT bridging can stop crack propagation (Figure 4.7B). However,
the increased viscosity o f nanocomposites with SWNT concentrations higher than 0.05
wt % contributed to the retention o f micron-sized air bubbles during specimen fabrication
which in turn may initiate a crack (image not shown).

SEM probing of fracture surfaces further revealed that dispersed SWNTs formed
aggregates (Figure 4.8) and that the use o f a surfactant or the functionalization o f SWNTs
did not improve the dispersion o f SWNTs in PPF. The formation o f aggregates can
explain the decline o f mechanical reinforcement for SWNT concentrations higher than
0.1 wt % despite a more than double increase in tensile modulus was predicted from
theoretical (continuum-based) models of fiber-reinforced composites [128], Therefore, a
better SWNT dispersion consisting o f smaller ropes or ideally individual nanotubes in
PPF may be desired for the fabrication o f even stronger nanocomposites. It is
hypothesized that the dispersion o f individual nanotubes in a polymer matrix may prevent
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any slippage between SWNTs and enable the transfer o f any applied load to the SWNTs
[129]. Furthermore, the interactions between dispersed SWNTs and the polymer matrix
will further determine the extent o f mechanical reinforcement. Finally, the cytotoxicity of
nanocomposites and their degradation products, currently in progress in our laboratories,
will need to be evaluated before any use of these materials for bone tissue engineering
applications.

CONCLUSIONS
Injectable, in situ crosslinkable nanocomposites o f crosslinked PPF with SWNTs
were fabricated in an effort to develop novel orthopaedic biomaterials with mechanical
properties suitable for bone tissue engineering applications. Rheological measurements
confirmed a good dispersion o f SWNTs in un-crosslinked polymer formulations for low
SWNT concentrations (up to 0.05 wt%) which resulted in enhanced compressive and
flexural mechanical properties. The addition of a surfactant during dispersion o f SWNTs
or the use o f functionalized SWNTs did not increase the mechanical properties of
crosslinked nanocomposites. The dispersion o f SWNTs in un-crosslinked PPF remains a
challenge for higher concentrations.
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Table 4.1: Low frequency power law exponents for un-crosslinked nanocomposite
formulations as a function o f SWNT concentration.
wt % SWNT

Sample
________________________ 0

0.02

0.03

0.05

0.1

0.2

G ’ Power Law Dependence (G ’ cc coa); Value o f a
SWNT Composites

L94

0 85

022

0 05

002

OOl

SWNT+S Composites

1.94

1.22

-

0.06

0.02

0.01

F-SWNT Composites

1.94

-

-

0.86

___________________________ |p*| Power Law Dependence (|r)*|

oc

cop); Value o f p_______

SWNT Composites

0

0.05

0.53

0.91

1.00

1.00

SWNT+S Composites

0

0.03

-

0.62

LOO

1.00

F-SWNT Composites

0

-

0.03

-_________-____

Table 4.2: Compressive and flexural mechanical properties o f crosslinked PPF as well as
SWNT, SWNT+S, and F-SWNT nanocomposites at 0.05 wt % SWNT concentration
(means ± standard deviation for n = 5).

Sample

Compressive Compressive Compressive
modulus
yield strength
strength
(MPa)
(MPa)
(MPa)

Flexural
modulus
(MPa)

Flexural
strength
(MPa)

PPF

318 ± 34

11.8 + 3.5

97.3 ± 16.6

456 ± 25

2 8 .4 + 1 .5

SWNT

468 ± 29

15.8 + 2.1

92.3 + 19.8

551+63

33.9 + 3.5

SWNT+S

546 ± 34

18.1+ 0.8

87.0 + 9.0

492 ± 63

28.6 + 2.2

F-SWNT

554 + 21

17.9 + 0.5

104.3 + 9.2

7 6 9 + 114

42.8 + 3.7
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Figure 4.1: Functionalized single-walled carbon nanotube (F-SWNT).
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Figure 4.2: Absorption spectra o f A) SWNT nanocomposite (0.05 wt % SWNTs), B) FSWNT suspension in chloroform (0.1 mg/ml), C) SWNT+S nanocomposite (0.05 wt %
SWNTs).
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Figure 4.6: Mechanical properties of crosslinked nanocomposites as a function of the
SWNT concentration: (A) compressive modulus, (B) offset compressive yield strength,
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Figure 4.7: SEM images o f the fracture surfaces o f a crosslinked SWNT nanocomposite
(0.05 wt % SWNT) showing: (A) SWNT bundles pulled out o f the fracture surface, (B)
SWNT bundles spanning a crack preventing its propagation.
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Figure 4.8: SEM image of the fracture surface o f a crosslinked SWNT nanocomposite
(0.2 wt % SWNT) showing an aggregate o f SWNTs.
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CHAPTER V

INJECTABLE NANOCOMPOSITES OF SINGLE-WALLED
CARBON NANOTUBES AND BIODEGRADABLE POLYMERS
FOR BONE TISSUE ENGINEERING*

ABSTRACT

We have investigated the dispersion o f single-walled carbon nanotubes (SWNTs)
and functionalized SWNTs (F-SWNTs) in the unsaturated, biodegradable polymer
poly(propylene

fumarate)

(PPF)

and

examined

the

rheological

properties

of

uncrosslinked nanocomposite formulations as well as the electrical and mechanical
properties o f crosslinked nanocomposites.

F-SWNTs were produced from individual

SWNTs by a diazonium-based method and dispersed better than unmodified SWNTs in
both uncrosslinked and crosslinked PPF matrix.

Crosslinked nanocomposites with F-

SWNTs were superior to those with unmodified SWNTs in terms o f their mechanical
properties. Specifically, nanocomposites with 0.1 wt% F-SWNTs loading resulted in a
three-fold increase in both compressive modulus and flexural modulus and a two-fold
increase in both compressive offset yield strength and flexural strength when compared to
pure PPF networks, whereas the use o f 0.1 wt% SWNTs gained less than 37 %
mechanical reinforcement.

These extraordinary mechanical enhancements considered

together with Raman scattering and sol fraction measurements indicate strong SWNTPPF

interactions and

increased

crosslinking densities resulting in effective load

transfer.

* This chapter has been published as: Shi X, H udson JL, Spicer PP, T our JM , K rishnam oorti R, M ikos
AG. Injectable nanocom posites o f single-w alled carbon nanotubes and biodegradable polym ers for bone
tissue engineering. B iom acrom olecules, 2006; 7: 2237-2242.
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With enhanced mechanical properties and capabilities o f in situ injection and
crosslinking, these SWNT/polymer nanocomposites hold significant implications for the
fabrication o f bone tissue engineering scaffolds.

INTRODUCTION
Synthetic biodegradable polymers are widely utilized in the fabrication of
scaffolds for bone tissue engineering [130, 131]. However, this class o f materials
generally exhibits inferior mechanical properties when used in scaffolds o f high porosity
for guided bone growth under load bearing conditions [131, 132]. In this study, single
walled carbon nanotubes (SWNTs) were applied as reinforcing agents based on their
extremely high mechanical properties and aspect ratio [104, 116, 117]. Poly(propylene
fumarate) (PPF), an injectable, crosslinkable, and biodegradable polymer [115] , was
chosen as the polymer matrix since this polymer has been utilized to form highly porous
scaffolds for load-bearing bone repair [34],

A major challenge for mechanical reinforcement via SWNTs is to overcome
strong inter-tube aggregation, resulting from van der Waals interactions and n -n stacking,
to prevent the formation o f large bundles o f SWNTs [118]. Such bundles or aggregates
may cause slippage between nanotubes, become stress concentrators, or initiate cracks
under applied loads [116, 133], We have previously shown that SWNTs can be dispersed
reasonably well in PPF with the observation o f van Hove singularities in the absorption
spectra and geometrical percolation at SWNT loadings o f ~ 0.03 wt % [134]. Those
results suggested an inherent attraction between the SWNTs and PPF, presumably
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originating from Lewis acid / Lewis base interactions, and therefore indicated the strong
potential o f SWNTs for mechanical reinforcement o f the crosslinked PPF.

Here, we modified the side walls o f individual SWNTs by a diazonium-based
functionalization mechanism [108] to further improve nanotube dispersion through steric
stabilization. The effects of incorporating these functionalized SWNTs (F-SWNTs) into
PPF polymer and the interactions between nanotubes and matrix were examined. The
questions addressed by this study are as follows: (1) Can covalent functionalization
improve SWNT dispersion in PPF before and after crosslinking? (2) Can F-SWNTs
further enhance the mechanical properties o f crosslinked nanocomposites compared to
unfunctionalized SWNTs? and (3) What are the mechanisms for the mechanical
reinforcement of these nanocomposites?

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Polymer Synthesis

Poly(propylene fumarate) (PPF) and its crosslinking agent poly(propylene
fumarate)-diacrylate (PPF-DA) were synthesized as previously described [7, 9]. Both
polymer structures were confirmed by 'H NMR. The PPF used in this study had a number
average molecular weight (M„) o f 1600 and a polydispersity index o f 2.2, measured by
gel permeation chromatography (GPC) with a differential refractive index detector
(Waters, Milford, MA) using a Styragel HR 4E 7.8 x 300 mm column (Waters, Milford,
MA). A calibration curve generated from polystyrene standards (Fluka, Switzerland) with
peak molecular weights ranging from 374 to 28000 was used to determine PPF molecular
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weights. PPF-DA has one fumarate unit surrounded by two terminal acrylate groups and
has a molecular weight o f 340. All reagents and organic solvents were used as received.

SWNT Functionalization and Characterization
The SWNTs used for this study were produced by a high pressure carbon
monoxide (HiPco) process and purified as previously described [120, 121]. The purified
SWNTs were then functionalized by a diazonium-based method (Figure 5.1) [108].
Briefly, 4-teH-butylbenzenediazonium tetrafluoroborate (1.64 g, 6.6 mmol) was added to
1 1 o f a sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS) suspension o f SWNTs (40 mg, 3.3 mmol of
carbon). The pH o f the solution was adjusted to pH 10 with 6 M NaOH, and the mixture
was subsequently allowed to stir for 3 h. The mixture was then diluted with acetone and
filtered through a 1 pm polycarbonate membrane filter. The filter cake was washed with
water (300 ml) and acetone (300 ml) and then dried to give functionalized SWNTs (50
mg). The mass loss in thermogravimetric analysis (TGA, 10°C/min to 750 °C in argon)
was 29 %, which indicated that one out of every 27 carbon atoms on the walls o f SWNTs
was covalently attached with a 4-tert-butylphenylene group.

Nanocomposite Preparation
SWNTs were first dispersed in chloroform by high shear mixing for 5 min and
sonication (700 W ULTRAsonik 28* bath cleaner, Ney Dental, Yucaipa, CA) for 15 min,
and were immediately added to a chloroform solution o f PPF and the crosslinking agent
PPF-DA (consisting o f 1 g PPF and 2 g PPF-diacrylate per 3 ml chloroform) to prevent
any settling. After further sonication for 15 min, the chloroform was removed by rotary
evaporation and vacuum drying.
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Melt-state Rheology
The melt-state rheology measurements o f uncrosslinked nanocomposites were
performed with an AR1000 rheometer (TA Instruments, New Castle, DE) in a linear
dynamic oscillatory shear mode using 0.01-0,1 strain amplitude at 25 °C.

Each melt

sample was placed between a base plate and a cone geometry (60 mm diameter, 59 min
cone angle, and 26 pm truncation) and the complex viscosity magnitude (h*|), storage
modulus (G ’), and loss modulus (G ” ) were recorded as a function o f the oscillatory strain
frequency (co) of 0.001 to 30 Hz. The complex shear modulus magnitude (|G*|) is defined
as follows:

|G*| = (G ’2 + G ” 2) 1/2

Thermal Polymerization and Specimen Fabrication
Thermal polymerization o f nanocomposites was triggered by the addition o f 1
wt% benzoyl peroxide (BP, free-radical initiator) and 0.15 wt% AA-dimethyl-p-toluidine
(DMT, accelerator). BP was dissolved in diethyl fumarate at a concentration o f 0.1 g/ml,
and administered into the mixture followed by the addition o f DMT under vigorous
stirring to initiate the thermal crosslinking reaction.
To fabricate specimens for electrical conductivity testing, the polymeric mixture
was poured on a glass plate and then compressed into a thin film by another glass plate
with a 0.7 mm gap between the two plates. After curing at 37 °C for 24 h, the film was
cut by a blade into specimens o f 2 cm width and 6 cm length. To make specimens for
mechanical testing, the mixture was filled into cylindrical glass vials o f 6.5 mm diameter
and 40 mm length for compressive testing or injected into cylindrical glass tubes o f 3 mm
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diameter and 150 mm length for flexural testing.

Both types o f specimens were

centrifuged at 721 g for 5 min to remove any air bubbles and then cured at 37 °C for 24 h.
The specimens were recovered by breaking the glass container and then cut to the proper
lengths with a diamond saw (South Bay Technology Model 650, San Clemente, CA). For
compressive testing specimens, the length was twice their diameter (approximately 6.5
mm diameter and 13 mm length) and the two ends were flat and perpendicular to their
long axis. The flexural testing specimens had dimensions o f roughly 3 mm diameter and
60 mm length.

Electrical Conductivity
Electrical conductivities o f crosslinked nanocomposites were measured at room
temperature using a four-point probe method with a Keithley Model 2400 Series
SourceMeter (Keithley Instruments, Cleveland, OH). The percolation threshold p c was
calculated using the scaling law [135]:

o = m ( p - p cy
where a is the electrical conductivity, p the concentration o f SWNTs, t a universal scaling
exponent, and m a constant.

Electron Microscopy
Thin sections (50 - 100 nm in thickness) o f the crosslinked nanocomposites were
prepared using a Leica Ultracut microtome (Leica, Vienna, Austria), and then examined
with a JEOL 2010 transmission electron microscope (TEM; JEOL U.S.A., Peabody,
MA). The fracture surfaces of tested specimen from mechanical testing were sputter-
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coated with gold, and then examined with a JEOL 6500F scanning electron microscope
(SEM; JEOL U.S.A.) at an accelerating voltage o f 15 kV.

Mechanical Testing
Two types o f mechanical testing, compression and flexion, were conducted with
crosslinked specimens at room temperature using an 858 Material Testing System
mechanical testing machine (MTS System Corporation, Eden Prairie, MN) with five
specimens tested for each sample group (n = 5).
Compressive testing was carried out in accordance with the American Society o f
Testing Materials (ASTM) Standard D695-02a. The prepared cylindrical specimens were
compressed along their long axis until failure. The force and displacement were recorded
throughout the compression and converted to stress and strain based on the initial
specimen dimensions. The compressive modulus was calculated as the slope of the initial
linear portion of the stress-strain curve. The offset compressive yield strength was
determined as the stress at which the stress-strain curve intersected with a line drawn
parallel to the slope defining the modulus, beginning at 1.0 % strain (offset).
Flexural testing was performed in accordance with ASTM Standard D790-03.
The testing specimens were placed on a three-point bending apparatus with two supports
spanning 40 mm from each other and loaded by means of a loading nose midway
between the supports until failure. In a manner similar to that o f compressive testing, the
recorded force and displacement were converted to a stress-strain curve and the flexural
modulus was calculated from the stress-strain curve. The flexural strength was defined as
the maximum stress carried by the specimen during the flexural testing.
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Raman Spectroscopy
The Raman spectra o f SWNTs and their uncrosslinked and crosslinked
nanocomposites were collected by a Renishaw 1000 MicroRaman System (Renishaw pic,
New Mills, United Kingdom) with a 514.5 nm Ar-ion laser.

The polarized Raman

spectroscopy was used to assess the alignment of SWNTs in the crosslinked specimens.
The specimen on a rotational stage was rotated at various angles with respect to the
polarized excitation and the signal intensities were recorded using the same Raman
system with a vertical-vertical (VV) configuration excited by a 632.8 nm HeNe laser.
Both measurements were repeated over three different spots on each sample surface.

Sol Fraction
Sol fraction was measured by assessment o f the fraction o f crosslinked
polymer/nanocomposite solubilized by methylene chloride. Sol fraction was measured
on the basis that un-crosslinked PPF, PPF-DA, and their oligomers are soluble in
methylene chloride while the crosslinked polymer network is not.
experiment, a sample of approximately weight o f 0.5 g was weighed

In a typical
(W j ,

accurate to

0.001 g) and placed into a vial with 20 ml o f methylene chloride. The vial was sealed
and placed on a shaker table (80 rpm) at room temperature for 7 days. The solid sample
was then collected by filtration with weighed filter paper

( W p) .

The filter paper with

retained material was dried at 60 °C for 1 h and at room temperature for another 1 h and
then weighed again

( W p+S).

The sol fraction was calculated by the following equation

and the testing was repeated five times for each sample group (n = 5).
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W -(W - W )
Sol fraction = — 1----- —------ — x 100%
Ws

Statistical Analysis
All statistical comparisons were conducted with a 95% confidence interval (p <
0.05). Single-factor analysis o f variance (ANOVA) was conducted to identify significant
differences among treatment groups. When significant differences were present, Tukey’s
Honestly Significantly Different (HSD) multiple-comparison test was used to determine
the potential effects. The data from mechanical testing and sol fraction measurements
were expressed as means ± standard deviation for n = 5 for each sample group.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

SWNT Functionalization
It has been previously shown that surfactants (anionic, cationic or non-ionic) can
disperse SWNTs in water at concentrations well below the critical micelle surfactant
concentration [136]. In the present work, individual nanotubes were stabilized in an
aqueous solution by the addition o f sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS) [137] and then
covalently

attached

butylbenzenediazonium

with

a

4-terf-butylphenylene

(using

4-tert-

rebundling

o f the

group

tetrafluoroborate) which prevents the

nanotubes presumably by a steric stabilization mechanism (Figure 5.1) [118]. This
functional group may also provide possible covalent linkages between the SWNTs and
the PPF network upon curing o f the polymer [138].

SWNT Dispersion and Melt-state Rheology
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A well-dispersed carbon nanotube / polymer system is usually characterized by a
geometrically percolated nanotube network that exhibits solid-like character [109, 139141]. In this study, SWNTs and functionalized SWNTs (F-SWNTs) could be uniformly
dispersed throughout the PPF matrix to form such networks.

For uncrosslinked

nanocomposites, the formation o f these nanotube superstructures was demonstrated by
m elt-state rheological characteristics (Figure 5.2). In particular, PPF, a viscous liquid
without SWNTs, became solid-like with SWNT loadings in excess o f the geometric
percolation threshold. As shown in Figure 5.2 and a previous study [134], the geometrical
percolation was found to occur at nanotube loadings o f less than 0.02 wt% and ~ 0.03
wt% for F-SWNTs and SWNTs, respectively. Clearly, the additional steric stabilization
provided

by

individualized

nanotubes

combined

with perhaps

more

favorable

thermodynamic interactions among F-SWNTs and PPF permits better dispersion o f FSWNTs when compared to SWNT composites. A comparison o f the complex viscosity
magnitude (|r|*|, at a fixed frequency) further illustrates this concept.

F-SWNT

nanocomposites have a significantly higher viscosity than the corresponding (i.e.,
identical nanotube loading) SWNT nanocomposites (Figure 5.2).

SWNT Dispersion and Electrical Conductivity
These SWNT and F-SWNT based PPF nanocomposites can be poured or injected
into molds with various shapes and then crosslinked by a thermal polymerization method
[134], W e conjecture that the dispersion state o f SW N Ts in PPF w as largely unchanged

by the crosslinking reaction as the electrical percolation threshold for the crosslinked
SWNT nanocomposites was found to be ~ 0.03 wt% (Figure 5.3), similar to the
geometrical percolation threshold for uncrosslinked nanocomposites. The solid-state
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electrical conductivity o f crosslinked F-SWNT nanocomposites did not increase with
higher loading of F-SWNTs. This is because the covalent functionalization disrupts the
electronic structure o f nano tubes and makes them insulating [142].

Electron Microscopy
Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) and scanning electron microscopy
(SEM) were used to further confirm that F-SWNTs remained well dispersed in the
crosslinked PPF matrix. As shown in Figure 5.4A, SWNTs tended to form micron-size
aggregates at 0.1 wt% loadings. On the contrary, F-SWNTs existed as individual tubes or
small bundles of only 2-3 individual nanotubes throughout the polymer matrix (Figure
5.4B).

This nearly individual dispersion persisted in all F-SWNT nanocomposites,

including those with nanotube loadings higher than 0.1 wt%.

More interestingly, the

broken/protruded F-SWNTs seen along the fracture surfaces o f nanocomposites were
covered by a layer o f polymer, suggesting strong interactions between nanotubes and
polymer even after crosslinking.

Mechanical Properties
Extraordinary mechanical reinforcements were achieved with F-SWNT/PPF
nanocomposites (Table 5.1). In particular, the mechanical reinforcement provided by FSWNTs exceeded the enhancements observed with the SWNTs, indicating the
importance of better dispersion and possible mechanical coupling between the
functionalized nanotubes and the PPF matrix. For the F-SWNT nanocomposites,
mechanical properties were significantly enhanced with increasing nanotube loadings.
With merely 0.1 wt% F-SWNT loading, a roughly 3-fold increase in both compressive
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modulus and flexural modulus and a greater than 2-fold increase in both compressive
offset yield strength and flexural strength were observed when compared to pure PPF
networks.

Beyond 0.1

wt% F-SWNT loading, mechanical properties o f these

nanocomposites began to decline with the observation o f large deviations between repeat
measurements. It should be noted that this decline may be due to the presence o f air
bubbles retained during specimen fabrication since the high viscosities o f these
nanocomposites impairs proper processing.

Mechanisms o f Mechanical Reinforcement
Possible causes for these dramatic mechanical enhancements include: (a)
nanotube alignment in the polymer matrix in the direction o f centrifugation during the
specimen fabrication; (b) alteration o f polymer matrix mechanical properties due to the
strong interactions between the nanotubes and PPF; (c) higher surface-to-volume ratio
provided by the well-dispersed F-SWNTs in the polymer; and/or (d) interaction of
percolated F-SWNTs with PPF during cross-linking resulting in a higher density of
crosslinks and effective load transfer. However, polarized Raman scattering, an accepted
tool for assessing the alignment o f SWNT structures [143-145], indicates that virtually no
alignment exists among nanotubes in the crosslinked nanocomposites (Figure 5.5).
Clearly, while not negligible as illustrated from a previous study o f the SWNT-based PPF
nanocomposites [134], the interactions between the nanotubes and the polymer and their
consequences on the mechanical properties o f the matrix are insufficient to explain the

large reinforcements observed for the F-SWNT nanocomposites.

On the other hand,

analysis o f the sol fraction of composites (Figure 5.6) indicates a higher crosslinking
density for the F-SWNT nanocomposites than the PPF networks, suggesting the
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possibility of nanotube-PPF crosslinks.

Furthermore, Raman scattering data o f the

tangential mode (G-mode) o f nanotubes in the crosslinked nanocomposites indicates
significant up-shift with increased F-SWNT loading (Figure 5.7 A and 5.B). Specifically,
0.2 wt % F-SWNT nanocomposite exhibited a 6 cm '1 up-shift. This shift is generally
believed to be caused by the residual strain and load transfer to the nanotubes from the
polymer matrix [146, 147], which is enhanced for well-dispersed F-SWNTs because o f
the increased interfacial area and crosslinking density.

CONCLUSIONS
Our goal in this study was to investigate the effects o f functionalization of
SWNTs on their dispersion in PPF polymer and the mechanical reinforcement of
crosslinked nanocomposites.

Compared to unfunctionalized SWNTs, F-SWNTs were

better dispersed as nearly individual nanotubes throughout the PPF matrix to form
percolated networks at 0.02 wt% and higher loadings.

For the first time, significant

mechanical reinforcement, a 3-fold increase in both compressive modulus and flexural
modulus and 2-fold increase in both compressive offset yield strength and flexural
strength o f polymer networks, has been achieved with a mere 0.1 wt% loading o f FSWNTs. The formation SWNT-PPF crosslinks and subsequent effective load transfer
may explain these extraordinary mechanical enhancements. As demonstrated here, these
SWNT/polymer nanocomposites are fabricated through a process suitable for in situ
injection and crosslinking, and their m echanical properties can be modulated through

alteration o f nanotube loading, making them promising materials for tissue engineering
applications.
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Table 5.1: Experimental values o f mechanical properties o f crosslinked PPF as well as
SWNT and F-SWNT nanocomposites for nanotube concentrations ranging from 0.01-0.2
wt% (mean ± standard deviation for n = 5).

PPF Polymer

Compressive Mechanical Property
Flexural Mechanical Property
Compressive
Offset Yield
Flexural Modulus Flexural Strength
Modulus (MPa) Strength (MPa)______ (MPa)___________ (MPa)
318 + 34
11.8 + 3.5
456 ± 25
28.4+1.4

Pristine SWNT
Composites
0.01 wt%
0.02 wt%
0.05 wt%
0.1 wt%
0.2 wt%

450 + 25
527 + 59
468 ± 29
391+40
416 + 51

19.0 + 0.6
19.1+2.3
15.8 + 2.1
14.7+1.5
12.2 + 3.5

450 ± 59
425 ± 92
551+63
623 ± 62
578+ 167

25.1+2.1
29.2 + 4.9
33.9 + 3.5
36.3 + 2.4
34.2 + 7.6

Functionalized
SWNT Composites
0.01 wt%
0.02 wt%
0.05 wt%
0.1 wt%
0.2 wt%

432 ± 55
542+ 14
680 ± 48
981± 108
731 + 649

15.7 + 1.6
21.1+0.54
25.0 + 2.9
25.3 ± 1.9
22.7+19.3

600 ± 45
726 ± 80
765 ± 26
1335 + 173
1229+ 113

40.5 ± 0.9
40.3 + 5.0
43.5 + 1.5
63.7 + 3.6
38.9+13.6
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SWNT/SDS + n F4B-N2+

SWNT
23 °C, 10 min

Figure 5.1: Schematic of the functionalization o f individual SWNTs wrapped with
sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS) surfactant.
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Figure 5.2: Complex viscosity magnitude (|r|*|) vs. complex shear modulus magnitude
(|G*|) for uncrosslinked nanocomposite formulations at various F-SWNT concentrations.
The inset includes the corresponding values for the 0.05 wt% SWNT formulation for
comparison purposes.
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Figure 5.3: Electrical conductivity as a function o f nanotube concentration for SWNT
and F-SWNT crosslinked nanocomposites. A value o f 0.03 wt% is estimated for the
electrical percolation threshold o f SWNT nanocomposites using the scaling law.
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Figure 5.4: (A) TEM image o f a section o f crosslinked 0.1 wt% SWNT nanocomposite
with large nanotube bundles embedded in PPF. The lower right inset is a SEM image of
the fracture surface o f the same sample after flexural mechanical testing. Micron-size
aggregates o f SWNTs (bright color) were seen on the polymer (dark background). The
scale bar corresponds to 10 nm in the TEM image and 1 pm in the SEM image. (B) TEM
image o f a section o f crosslinked 0.1 wt% F-SWNT nanocomposite. A small bundle o f a
few individual nanotubes covered by a layer o f PPF was drawn out o f the edge o f the
nanocomposite section. The lower right inset shows a SEM image o f the fracture surface
o f the same sample after flexural mechanical testing. F-SWNTs covered by a layer of
PPF were observed along the fracture surface. The scale bar corresponds to 10 nm in the
TEM image and 100 nm in the SEM image.
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Figure 5.5: Analysis o f polarized Raman spectra o f crosslinked 0.1 wt% F-SWNT
nanocomposite in the VV configuration excited by a 632.8 nm HeNe laser. Symbols
indicate Raman G band relative intensity, averaged with standard deviation over three
spots on the sample surface. There is no significant difference among the Raman
intensities o f the specimen at different rotational angles.
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CHAPTER VI

INJECTABLE IN SITU CROSSLINKABLE NANOCOMPOSITES
OF BIODEGRADABLE POLYMERS AND CARBON
NANOSTRUCTURES FOR BONE TISSUE ENGINEERING*

ABSTRACT
This study investigates the effects o f nanostructure size and surface area on the
rheological properties of uncrosslinked poly(propylene fumarate) (PPF) nanocomposites
and the mechanical properties o f crosslinked nanocomposites as a function o f the
nanostructure loading. Three model carbon nanostructures were examined, C6o fullerenes,
Ultra-short single-walled carbon nanotubes (US-tubes), and single-walled carbon
nanotubes (SWNTs).

Rheological measurements showed that C&o and US-tube

uncrosslinked nanocomposites exhibit viscous-like characteristics with the complex
viscosity independent o f frequency for nanostructure concentrations up to 1 wt%.
Compressive and flexural mechanical testing demonstrated significant mechanical
reinforcement of US-tube and SWNT nanocomposites as compared to crosslinked
polymer alone with up to two-fold increase in the mechanical properties. Scanning
electron microscopy examination o f the fracture surface o f crosslinked US-tube
nanocomposite revealed lack o f aggregation o f US-tubes. Although sol fraction studies
did not provide any evidence o f additional crosslinking due to the presence of US-tubes
in the nanocomposites, transmission electron microscopy studies suggested the
crystallization of PPF on the surface o f US-tubes which can contribute to the mechanical

* This chapter has been published as: Sitharam an B, Shi X, T ran LA, Spicer PP, R usakova I, W ilson LJ,
M ikos AG. Injectable in situ crosslinkable nanocom posites o f biodegradable polym ers and carbon
nanostructures for bone tissue engineering. Jo u rn a l o f B iom aterials S cien ce P olym er Edition, 2007, 18:
655-671.
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reinforcement o f the US-tube nanocomposites. These results demonstrate that the
rheological properties o f uncrosslinked nanocomposites depend mainly on the carbon
nanostructure size whereas the mechanical properties o f the crosslinked nanocomposites
are dependent on the carbon nanostructure surface area. The data also suggest that UStube nanocomposites are suitable for further consideration as injectable scaffolds for bone
tissue engineering applications.

INTRODUCTION

The emergence of nanotechnology has stimulated

significant interest in

developing improved bone replacements from a nanoscale approach [148]. Carbon
nanostructures such as single-walled carbon nanotubes (SWNTs), ultra short single
walled carbon nanotubes (US-tubes), and fullerenes (C6o) have been proposed as ideal
building blocks for the next generation o f biomaterials [116, 117, 134, 149-153]. Our
laboratory

is

interested

in

developing

injectable

in situ

crosslinkable

carbon

nanostructure-based nanocomposites o f poly(propylene fumarate) (PPF) with enhanced
mechanical properties suitable for bone tissue engineering applications [134], We
recently examined the rheological behavior o f SWNT dispersions in uncrosslinked PPF
and the mechanical properties o f nanocomposites o f crosslinked PPF with SWNTs as a
function o f the SWNT concentration [134]. Although that study showed that SWNT
nanocomposites exhibited enhanced mechanical properties compared to the PPF polymer,
dispersion o f SWNTs in the polym er matrix remained a major challenge because

synthesized SWNTs usually existed as bundled ropes o f many individual nanotubes and
also showed a propensity to aggregate into micron-sized agglomerates. That study
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suggested that a better SWNT dispersion consisting of smaller sized ropes or individual
nanotubes in PPF may be more desirable for fabrication o f strong nanocomposites.
In this study, nanocomposites o f PPF reinforced with three carbon nanostructures
(SWNTs, US-tubes, and C6o) (Figure 6.1) were fabricated and the nanostructure size and
surface area effects on the rheological properties o f uncrosslinked PPF dispersions and
the mechanical properties o f crosslinked nanocomposites o f PPF were investigated as a
function o f the nanostructure concentration.

EXPERIMENTAL SECTION

Materials
Diethyl fumarate, hydroquinone, fumaric acid, acryloyl chloride, triethylamine,
benzoyl peroxide (BP), and A'',A'-dimethyl-/?-toluidine (DMT) were purchased from
Sigma-Aldrich (St Louis, MO). Propylene glycol, zinc chloride, propylene oxide,
pyridine, hydrochloric acid, sodium hydroxide, and sodium sulfate were purchased from
Fisher-Acros (Fair Lawn, NJ). C6o (99.5+% purity) was purchased from Materials and
Electrochemical Research Corporation (Tucson, AZ).
converted (HiPco)

SWNTs

Purified high-pressure CO

(iron content ~ 2%) were

obtained

from Carbon

Nanotechnologies (Houston, TX). All organic solvents were o f reagent grade and were
used as received.
Synthesis
Poly(propylene fumarate) (PPF) and propylene fumarate-diacrylate (PF-DA) were
synthesized as previously described [7, 9], The polymer structures were confirmed by ’H
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NM R and the molecular weights were measured by gel permeation chromatography
(GPC). A calibration curve generated from polystyrene standards (Fluka, Switzerland)
with peak molecular weights ranging from 374 to 28,000 was used to determine PPF
molecular weights. The PPF used for this study had a number average molecular weight
(Mn) of 1600 Da and a weight average molecular weight (Mw) o f 3500 Da. PF-DA had a
molecular weight o f 340.

US-tubes were synthesized by fluorination (100°C for 2 h and at a He:F2 ratio o f
99:1) followed by pyrolysis (1000°C under Ar, 1 h) o f as-received SWNTs [154], This
procedure resulted in cut SWNTs with lengths ranging mainly between 20 and 80 nm.
As-received bulk solid C6o was hand grinded in an agate mortar prior to use for the
different experiments.

Surface Area Analysis
The surface areas of the carbon nanostructures were measured at 77 K with a
Micromeritics ASAP 2010 Brunauer- Emmett-Teller (BET) surface analysis instrument
(Micromeritics, Norcross, GA) using N2 as adsorption gas. Measurements were repeated
three times for each sample and the average of the three measurements was reported.

Nanocomposite Preparation
The nanocomposite samples were prepared as previously described [134]. Briefly,
PPF and PF-DA were mixed in chloroform at a m ass ratio o f 1 : 2.08. Carbon
nanostructure samples were first dispersed in chloroform by high shear mixing for 5 min
and sonicating for 15 min, then added into the PPF/PF-DA mixture at concentrations o f
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0-2.0 wt%. Prior to sample testing, chloroform was removed under reduced pressure,
followed by drying.

Rheological Testing

Rheological measurements were performed with an AR1000 rheometer (TA
Instruments, New Castle, DE) in an oscillatory shear mode at 25°C. Uncrosslinked
polymer melt and nanocomposite melt samples were placed between a base plate and a
cone geometry (60 mm diameter, 59 min cone angle, and 26 jum truncation). Each sample
was examined as a function of the oscillatory strain frequency (co) o f 0.001-30 Hz using
0.01-0.1 strain amplitude and the complex viscosity magnitude (|//*|), storage modulus
(G ’), and loss modulus (G ”) were recorded. The 0.01-0.1 strain amplitude was chosen
based on our previous work with SWNT nanocomposites [134] which allowed for
rheological measurement in the linear dynamic range. For the nanocomposite melts, the
strain amplitude used was at the low end o f the reported range, while for the
uncrosslinked polymer melt, the high end o f the strain amplitude reported was employed.
The viscous PPF polymer maintained the dispersion o f carbon nanostructures within the
polymer. Neither phase separation nor viscosity change (for a constant strain frequency)
was observed during rheological analysis. For the SWNT nanocomposites, rheological
measurements were performed only up to 0.2 wt% since our previous studies [134, 153]
already confirmed that solid like behavior commences at very low SWNT weight
percentages (0.05-0.2 wt%).

Thermal Crosslinking and Specimen Fabrication
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The thermal crosslinking reaction o f a nanocomposite formulation was triggered
by the addition of 1 wt% BP (free radical initiator) and 0.15 wt% DMT (accelerator). BP
was dissolved in diethyl fumarate at a concentration o f 0.1 g/ml, and added into the
mixture followed by the addition o f DMT under vigorous stirring to initiate the
polymerization. The polymeric mixture was filled into cylindrical glass vials 6.5 mm in
diameter and 40 mm in length for compressive testing or injected into cylindrical glass
tubes 3 mm in diameter and 150 mm in length for flexural testing. Both specimens were
centrifuged at 721 g for 5 min to remove any air bubbles and then cured at 60°C for 24 h.
The specimens were recovered by breaking the glass container and then cutting the
specimens to the proper lengths with a diamond saw (Model 650, South Bay Technology,
San Clemente, CA). For compressive testing specimens, the length was twice their
diameter (approximately 6.5 mm diameter and 13 mm length) and the two ends were flat
and perpendicular to their long axis. The flexural testing specimens had dimensions o f
roughly 3 mm diameter and 60 mm length.

M echanical Testing
Compressive and flexural mechanical testing experiments were conducted at
room temperature using an 858 Material Testing System mechanical testing machine
(MTS Systems, Eden Prairie, MN). Five specimens were tested for each group (n = 5).

American Society of Testing Materials (ASTM) Standard D695-02a was followed
for the compressive testing. The prepared cylindrical specimens were compressed along
their long axis until failure occurred, and the force and displacement were recorded
throughout the compression. Stress and strain curves were generated based on the initial
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specimen dimensions. The slope o f the initial linear portion o f the curve gave the
compressive modulus and a line drawn parallel to the slope defining the modulus,
beginning at 1.0% strain (offset) gave the offset compressive yield strength (the stress at
which the stress-strain curve intersected the line).

ASTM Standard D790-03 was followed for the flexural testing. The testing
specimens were placed on a three-point bending apparatus with two supports spanning 40
mm from each other. A loading nose was loaded midway between the supports until the
specimen failed. The recorded force and displacement were converted to a stress-strain
curve and the flexural modulus was calculated from the stress-strain curve using methods
similar to those used for compressive testing. The flexural strength was defined as the
maximum stress carried by the specimen during the flexural testing.

S o l Fraction Study
The uncrosslinked polymer fraction o f nanocomposites loaded with US-tubes was
assessed from sol fraction studies. An approximately 0.5 g sample was weighed
(accuracy o f W\ - 0.001 g) into a vial with 20 ml o f methylene chloride. Next the vial was
sealed and placed on a shaker table (80 rpm) at room temperature for seven days. The
solid sample was then filtered with a weighed filter paper (Wp). The retained material on
the filter paper was dried at 60°C for 1 h and kept at room temperature for another 1 h and
then weighed again (Wp+$). The sol fraction was calculated using the following equation
for each group (n = 5):
Sol fraction = ( W, - (Wp+S - Wp)j / W, x 100%.
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Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM)
SEM imaging was carried out on a JEOL 6500F scanning electron microscope
(SEM; JEOL USA, Peabody, MA) at an accelerating voltage o f 15 kV. Fracture surfaces
of tested specimens from mechanical testing were sputter coated with gold prior to SEM
imaging.

Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM)
Crosslinked nanocomposite samples were sectioned to thin specimens (50 - 100
nm in thickness) using a Leica Ultracut microtome (Leica, Vienna, Austria). Specimens
were then mounted on a copper grid coated with amorphous carbon-holey film. A few
drops o f methylene chloride were added on the nanocomposite loaded holey carbon film
sample and dried to view the carbon nanostructure-polymer interface. TEM imaging was
carried out on a JEOL 2000 FX electron microscope operating at 200 kV. TEM analysis
included conventional, high-resolution TEM imaging, and selected area electron
diffraction (SAED).

Statistical Analysis
The data from mechanical testing and sol fraction measurements were expressed
as means ± standard deviation for n = 5 for each sample group. Single-factor analysis o f
variance (ANOVA) was performed to assess the statistical significance within a data set.
If the ANOVA test detected significance, Tukey’s ‘H onestly Significantly D ifferent’
(HSD) multiple-comparison test was used to determine the effects o f the parameters
examined. All comparisons were conducted at a 95% confidence interval (p < 0.05).
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Carbon Nanostructure Surface Area, Size, and Aspect Ratio Characteristics
The measured BET surface area o f the US-tubes was 1023 m2/g, which is
approximately double that of pristine SWNT (575 m2/g ) and approximately four orders
of magnitude that o f C6o (0.15 m2/g ) (Table 6.1). These values are within the range o f
previous results in literature. This increased surface area for US-tubes may arise from the
greater access to the interior hollow space o f the SWNTs due to side-wall defects (and
possibly end opening) during the fluorination/pyrolysis procedure [151, 154], Such
defects allow small molecules such as N 2 used for BET surface area measurements to
efficiently enter the interior space o f the US-tubes. It may seem counterintuitive to note
that C 60 which has the smallest size (0.7 nm) among the carbon nanostructures should
have such a low surface area. This discrepancy is likely due to the existence o f ground
solid C 60 as a soft crystal nanoparticle o f approximately 20 nm size [155], This crystal
structure o f these C 60 nanoparticles probably prevents the access o f the N 2 to all o f the
C 60 surfaces. Our surface area data match previous results reported by Mackeyev et al.
[151]. Figure 6.1 depicts the dimensions o f C 60, US-tubes, and SWNTs. The trends in
size, surface area and aspect ratio characteristics o f these three carbon nanostructures are
summarized in Table 6.2. In general, the size (that is the diameter in case o f C 60 and
length in case of US-tubes and SWNTs) and aspect ratio o f the carbon nanostructures
decrease in the order o f SWNT > US-tube > Ceo- H owever, C6o used in this study has the

smallest surface area, while US-tubes have the largest one.
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Carbon-Nanostructure Dispersion and Melt-state Rheology
The linear dynamic oscillatory shear viscoelastic response for the uncrosslinked
polymer and the uncrosslinked nanocomposites with varying concentrations o f C6o,
SWNTs, and US-tubes are shown in Figures 6.2 (A)-(F), respectively. Table 6.3 reports
the low frequency power law exponents for G ' and \t]*\ o f these nanocomposites. While
the elastic modulus o f C6o and US-tube nanocomposites maintained viscous liquid-like
behavior at all formulations (G ’ oc oj ~2), the SWNT nanocomposites abruptly changed to
solid-like behavior (G ’ oc oj ~°) at 0.2 wt% SWNT loading. This implies that US-tube and
Cgo nanocomposites (up to 1 wt% loading) show lower viscosity than SWNT
nanocomposites. The higher size and aspect ratio o f the SWNTs lead to their
entanglement when their concentrations are higher than the geometrical percolation
threshold [134, 153], thus contributing to increased viscosities. A decrease in size and
aspect ratio may lead to reduced entanglement and consequently lower viscosity. Both
US-tubes and C6o have smaller sizes and aspect ratios than SWNTs. Thus, size and aspect
ratio o f the carbon nanostructures appear to be more important parameters than surface
area for lower viscosity and hence good injectability.

Mechanical Testing
The mechanical properties o f the crosslinked nanocomposites at varying carbon
nanostructure concentrations are presented in Figures 6.3(A)-(D). C6o nanocomposites
show little difference in mechanical properties compared to plain PPF. For example, only
the 0.2 wt% C6o nanocomposite showed a significant increase o f 26% in compressive
modulus compared to plain PPF.
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The SWNTs reinforced the mechanical properties o f the polymer in a
qualitatively manner similar to previous results [134, 153], The mechanical properties
measured in this study are higher than those o f the previous study [155]. However, no
direct comparisons can be made because different curing temperatures were used to
crosslink the nanocomposites. A higher curing temperature increases thermal crosslinking
thus resulting in higher mechanical properties. A curing temperature o f 60 °C was used in
the study to ensure crosslinking o f all test groups because the C6o nanocomposites did not
crosslink at 37 °C.

US-tube nanocomposites showed the best mechanical enhancement effects.
Unlike SWNT nanocomposites, the mechanical properties for US-tube nanocomposites
peaked at higher concentrations (0.5 wt%). Significant enhancements in compressive and
flexural mechanical properties (up to 200%) were observed compared to the pure
polymer. The mechanical properties of US-tube nanocomposites were also higher than
those for SWNT and Ceo nanocomposites.

Taken together, the mechanical properties for the three carbon nanostructure
nanocomposites imply that US-tubes and SWNTs contribute to better mechanical
reinforcement than C6o- C6o has a significantly lower surface area than both SWNTs and
US-tubes. Larger surface area leads to better load transfer from polymer to nanostructures
and hence better mechanical properties. Thus, surface area o f carbon nanostructures may
be a more important parameter than size for m echanical reinforcement. Additionally, the

fibril-like morphology o f the SWNTs and US-tubes may also be contributing to the
improved mechanical properties o f the nanocomposites.
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S o l Fraction

Sol fraction analysis was performed on the US-tube nanocomposites to verify
whether the observed enhanced mechanical reinforcement resulted from higher crosslinking density and hence effective load transfer. The chemical cutting procedure
employed to synthesize the US-tubes gives rise to a number o f defect sites. These defect
sites can be easily be oxidized by atmospheric O 2 and introduce carboxy or hydroxy
functional groups [156]. These functional groups may, then in turn interact chemically
with the polymer and increase the crosslinking density o f the polymer.

A sol fraction analysis is an accepted method to assess crosslinking densities in
PPF-based networks [12, 134, 153]. The sol fractions measured for the different US-tube
nanocomposites varied from 0.13 ± 0.02 to 0.18 ± 0.07 and no significant difference was
found amongst these different samples (data not shown). These results are similar to the
sol fraction values obtained with pristine SWNT nanocomposites [134], but different
from functionalized SWNT nanocomposites which showed increase in crosslinking
density with SWNT concentration [153], These results indicate that US-tubes do not
significantly change the PPF crosslinking density. Thus, the observed mechanical
reinforcement cannot be attributed to changes in crosslinking density and maybe due to
other attributes, such as increased US-tube-polymer interfacial area.

S E M and TE M
Figure 6.4A and B shows the fracture surface o f 0.5 wt% and 2 wt% US-tube
nanocomposite with US-tubes broken and/or pulled out o f the polymer matrix and
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covered by polymer. SEM images further confirmed that US-tubes were well-dispersed in
the crosslinked polymer matrix.
TEM analysis was also used to reveal the nature o f the interface for US-tube and
SWNT nanocomposites as the surface area o f the carbon nanostructure appeared to play a
fundamental role in the reinforcement mechanism. TEM analysis included conventional
and high-resolution TEM imaging and selected-area electron diffraction (SAED). TEM
studies were performed with caution to minimize the effect o f heating and irradiation
influence by the electron beam on the specimens. No solvent dissipation process was
observed. Figures 6.5A and B present the TEM images o f 0.2 wt% US-tube and SWNT
nanocomposites. The images show a thin coating o f the crosslinked polymer over the
carbon nanostructure surfaces. The SAED patterns (shown in insets), taken at the same
area as the images, display spot diffraction patterns indicating crystallinity at the
nanotube-polymer interface. The images suggest that PPF crystallizes on the surface o f
both pristine SWNTs, as well as US-tubes, implying that PPF can crystallize on both
smooth and defect-induced carbon nanotube surfaces.

CONCLUSIONS
Carbon nanostructures (SWNTs, US-tubes, and C6o) o f varying size, aspect ratio,
and surface area were dispersed in PPF to investigate the effect o f their size, aspect ratio,
and surface area on the dispersion and mechanical properties o f carbon nanostructure
reinforced PPF nanocomposites. Dispersions o f US-tubes and C6o in uncrosslinked PPF
showed lower viscosity than those o f SWNTs (up to 1 wt% concentration) suggesting
that size o f a carbon nanostructure is more important parameter than surface area for
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achieving lower viscosities and hence good injectability. US-tubes and SWNTs, with
higher aspect ratios and larger surface areas than C6o, showed better mechanical
reinforcement than C6o, with US-tube nanocomposites having compressive and flexural
mechanical properties more than double those o f the crosslinked polymer. Thus, the
aspect ratio and surface area o f a carbon nanostructure rather than its size influences the
mechanical properties o f nanocomposites. Finally, this study demonstrates that US-tubes
are suitable nanomaterials for achieving excellent dispersion as well as strong mechanical
reinforcement.
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Table 6.1: BET surface areas for the carbon nanostructures (means ± standard deviation
for n = 3).

Carbon Nanostructure

Measured
Surface Area
(m2/g )

Reported Surface
Area (m2/ g )

C6o

0.15 ±0.001

0.127 [151]

SWNT

574 ± 4

2 6 6 - 800 [151, 157]

US-tube

1023± 10

1180 [151]

Table 6.2: Carbon nanostructure size, surface area and aspect ratio trends.

Characteristic

Trend

Size

SWNT > US-tube > C6o

Aspect Ratio

SWNT > US-tube > C60

Surface Area

US-tube > SWNT > C60
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T able 6.3: Low frequency power law exponents for uncrosslinked nanocomposite
formulations as a function o f carbon nanostructure concentration.
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Figure 6.1: Depiction of (A) a C6o fullerene, (B) an ultra-short single-walled carbon
nanotube (US-tube) with defect sites and (C) a single-walled carbon nanotube (SWNT).
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Figure 6.2: Frequency (co) dependence o f (A, B, C) the elastic modulus G ’ and (D, E, F)
complex viscosity magnitude | r|* | for (A, D) C60, (B, E) SWNT, and (C, F) US- tube
nanocomposites.
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Figure 6.3: Mechanical properties o f crosslinked nanocomposites as a function o f the
carbon nanostructure concentration: (A) compressive modulus, (B) compressive yield
strength, (C) flexural modulus, (D) flexural strength (error bars represents means ±
standard deviation for n = 5). The symbol * indicates a significant difference compared to
the crosslinked PPF (p < 0.05) and the symbol ** indicates a significant difference
between two nanocomposite types (p < 0.05).
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Figure 6.4: SEM images o f the fracture surface o f a crosslinked US-tube nanocomposite
at (A) 0.5 wt% and (B) 2 wt% showing US-tubes (white arrows) pulled out o f the fracture
surface.
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Figure 6.5: TEM micrographs o f the nanotube-polymer interface for (A) SWNT and (B)
US-tube nanocomposites (0.2 wt%). Insets are the micro-diffraction patterns o f the
microfilm. The white arrows indicate the thin coating o f the crosslinked polymer over the
carbon nanostructure surfaces.
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CHAPTER VII

I N VITRO CYTOTOXICITY OF SINGLE-WALLED CARBON
NANOTUBE/BIODEGRADABLE POLYMER
NANOCOMPOSITES*

ABSTRACT
Injectable nanocomposites made o f biodegradable poly(propylene fumarate) and
the crosslinking agent propylene fumarate-diacrylate as well as each o f three forms of
single-walled carbon nanotubes were evaluated for their in vitro cytotoxicity. Unreacted
components, crosslinked networks, and degradation products o f the nanocomposites were
investigated for their effects on cell viability using a fibroblast cell line in vitro. The
results did not reveal any in vitro cytotoxicity for purified single-carbon nanotubes
(SWNTs), SWNTs functionalized with 4-tert-butylphenylene, and ultra-short SWNTs at
1-100 pg/mL concentrations. Moreover, nearly 100 % cell viability was observed on all
crosslinked nanocomposites and cell attachment on their surfaces was comparable to that
on tissue culture polystyrene. The degradation products o f the nanocomposites displayed
a dose-dependent adverse effect on cells, which was partially due to increased osmolarity
by the conditions of accelerated degradation and could be overcome at diluted
concentrations. These results demonstrate that all three tested nanocomposites have
favorable cytocompatibility for potential use as scaffolds for bone tissue engineering
applications.

* T his chapter has been accepted for publication as: Shi X, Sitharam an B, P ham Q P, Spicer PP, H udson
JL, W ilson LJ, T our JM , R aphael RM , M ikos A G . In vitro cytotoxicity o f single-w alled carbon
nanotube/biodegradable polym er nanocom posites. Jo u rn a l o f B iom edical M aterials R esearch P art A.
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INTRODUCTION
Poly (propylene fumarate) (PPF) and the crosslinking agent propylene fumaratediacrylate (PF-DA) has been developed in our laboratory as a synthetic, injectable, in situ
crosslinkable, biodegradable, and biocompatible polymer system for orthopaedic and
dental applications [115]. However, PPF and other biodegradable polymers lack the
mechanical strength required for tissue engineering o f load-bearing bones [131].
Recently, three different forms of single-walled carbon nanotubes - purified single
walled carbon nanotubes without modification (SWNTs), SWNTs functionalized with 4terf-butylphenylene

(F-SWNTs),

and ultra-short SWNTs

(US-tubes)

have

been

successfully used as reinforcing agents to significantly enhance the mechanical properties
of PPF with merely 0.1-0.5 wt% loading concentrations [134, 153, 158], In particular, FSWNTs and US-tubes can achieve better dispersion in the polymer than SWNTs, thus
they can enhance any reinforcing effects. These resulting injectable nanocomposites of
PPF and single-walled carbon nanotubes show great promise as novel biomaterials for
bone tissue engineering. However, the biocompatibility o f these nanocomposites is still
unknown and there are concerns over the safety o f introducing carbon nanotubes into
biological systems.
Although there has been a phenomenal number o f articles published about carbon
nanotubes for biomedical applications since 2000 and about their applications for tissue
engineering since 2004 [159], reported biological responses to carbon nanotubes are very
controversial. Some research groups detected high toxicity in both cells [160-168] and
animals [169-172] and explained mechanisms o f cell damage from molecular and gene
expression levels [173]. At the same time, a few researchers chemically modified carbon
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nanotubes to lower their cytotoxicity [165, 167, 168]. On the contrary, many other groups
using carbon nanotubes for imaging, tissue engineering, or peptide/gene delivery found
nanotubes biocompatible when they were cultured with cells [174-179] or intravenously
administered to rabbits [180]. Some types o f cells, like osteoblasts and neuronal cells, can
even attach and proliferate on carbon nanotubes indicating that carbon nanotubes can be
used as scaffold materials for such cells to grow on [178, 179]. These controversial
results reported by different researchers reflect the complex material properties o f carbon
nanotubes. For example, carbon nanotubes may include single-walled carbon nanotubes
or multi-walled carbon nanotubes. In addition, different synthesis methods may produce
carbon nanotubes with different diameters, lengths, and impurities. Moreover, various
functionalizations and purifications may also alter the chemical and biological properties
of carbon nanotubes. The three types o f single-walled carbon nanotubes previously
examined in our laboratory are synthesized by the same high pressure carbon monoxide
(HiPco) process [121] with only distinct lengths or sidewalls: SWNTs are approximately
one-micron long fibers composed o f nanotube bundles, F-SWNTs have lengths o f 100300 nm and can consist o f small bundles that are up to one micron long while their
sidewalls are covalently attached with 4-te/T-butylphenylene groups, and US-tubes are
cut short SWNTs with 20-80 nm lengths (Figure 7.1).
In this study, we investigated the in vitro cytotoxicity o f SWNTs, F-SWNTs, and
US-tubes, as well as that o f their nanocomposites with PPF/PF-DA, using cell viability
and cell adhesion assays. Since the nanocomposites can exist as three different forms unreacted

components

before

crosslinking,

crosslinked

networks,
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degradation products - during their application as injectable scaffold materials for bone
replacement, each o f the forms was examined to assess their in vitro cytotoxicity.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Preparation o f Polymer, Carbon Nanotubes, and Their Nanocomposites
Poly(propylene fumarate) (PPF) and its crosslinking agent propylene fumaratediacrylate (PF-DA) were synthesized as previously described [7, 9] and then mixed at a
1:2.1 mass ratio. SWNTs were synthesized by a high-pressure carbon monoxide (HiPco)
process and purified as previously described [134], F-SWNTs and US-tubes were
fabricated based on established methods [153, 158]. All three types o f carbon nanotube
samples were vacuum-dried overnight to remove any residual organic solvents. After an
established procedure o f high shear mixing, sonicating and drying [153], the carbon
nanotubes were homogeneously dispersed into the PPF/PF-DA mixture. Based on
previous studies [134, 153, 158], SWNTs and F-SWNTs were loaded at 0.1 wt%
concentration and US-tubes were loaded at 0.5 wt% concentration to achieve the
maximum mechanical properties o f these nanocomposites after polymerization. For the
fabrication o f crosslinked nanocomposites, mixtures o f PPF/PF-DA with carbon
nanotubes were mixed with 1 wt% benzoyl peroxide (free-radical initiator), cast and
thermally crosslinked at 60 °C for 24 h in cylindrical glass tubes o f 14 mm inside
diameter and then cut into 1 mm thick discs.

Cell Cultures
A Fischer rat fibroblast 3T3-like cell line (ATCC, CRL-1764) was purchased
from the American Type Culture Collection (Manassas, VA) and was grown on T-75
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culture flasks using Dulbecco’s modified Eagle medium (DMEM, Gibco Life, Grand
Island, NY) supplemented with 10 vol% fetal bovine serum (FBS, Gemini Bio-Products,
Calabasas, CA) and antibiotics (100 pg/mL penicillin, 100 U/mL streptomycin, and 0.5
pg/mL amphotericin B, all from Gibco Life). All cells were cultured in a humidified
incubator at 37 °C, 95% room air, and 5% CO 2 . Cells o f passage numbers 3-10 were used
in this study.
*

Cell Viability Tests
Before each cytotoxicity test, the fibroblasts were lifted from the T-75 culture
flasks at 80-90% confluency with a 0.05% trypsin/0.53 mM EDTA solution (Gibco Life),
resuspended at a concentration o f 150,000 cells/mL, and seeded in 96-well plates at 100
pL cell suspension/well for a seeding density o f 40,000 cells/cm2, and allowed to attach
for 24 h. The culture media was then replaced with the experimental solutions and the
cells were incubated for 24 h to examine the cell viability o f each material (n = 5
wells/treatment).

After 24 h exposure to the experimental solutions, cells were washed with
phosphate buffered saline (PBS, Gibco Life) and then mixed with 100 pL LIVE/DEAD
reagent [2 pM calcein AM and 4 pM ethidium homodimer-1 (EthD-1), Molecular
Probes, Eugene, OR]. Following 30 min incubation at room temperature, the fluorescence
o f each well was measured using a BIOTEK Instruments FLx800 plate reader (Winooski,
YT) equipped with filter sets o f 485/528 nm (excitation/emission) for calcein AM (live
cells) and 528/620 nm (excitation/emission) for EthD-1 (dead cells). The fluorescence o f
both LIVE and DEAD assays was not affected by the three types o f carbon nanotubes at
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the tested concentration (Table 7.1). For this test, the cells exposed to only culture media
served as the live (positive) control and the cells exposed to 70 vol% ethanol solution for
30 min prior to addition of the LIVE/DEAD reagent served as the dead (negative)
control. The fractions o f live and dead cells were calculated according to the following
equations [181]:
F
Fraction o f live cells = —

rFlc

xl00%

(1)

Where Fis = fluorescence of sample - average background fluorescence (dye, no cells)

Fic =average o f (fluorescence o f live control - average background fluorescence)

Fraction o f dead cells =

Fdc

x 100 %

(2)

Where F& = fluorescence o f sample - average background fluorescence (dye, no cells)

Fdc =average o f (fluorescence o f dead control - average background fluorescence)
After the measurements, the live/dead cell populations o f the representative wells
were imaged using a Zeiss LSM 510 Axiovert microscope (Carl Zeiss, Germany).

Cytotoxicity o f Unreacted Components
PPF/PF-DA macromers and carbon nanotubes were tested before thermal
crosslinking as the unreacted com ponents o f the nanocom posites.

The

in vitro

cytotoxicity o f PPF/PF-DA macromers was evaluated by an extract dilution test in
accordance with the International Standard ISO 10993-5 because uncrosslinked PPF/PFDA is insoluble in water. For the cytotoxicity o f the three carbon nanotubes, both extract
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dilution and direct contact assays were conducted to investigate cell responses to the
leachable components in the materials and the interactions between the cells and the
carbon nanotubes. First, PPF/PF-DA macromers and the carbon nanotubes were sterilized
by exposure to UV light for 3 h. PPF/PF-DA macromers were then immersed in culture
•
•
2
media at 1 mL media per 3 cm contact area and carbon nanotubes were mixed with
culture media at a concentration o f 1 mg/10 mL. Following 24 h extraction at 37 °C, the
supernatant media above the PPF/PF-DA macromers was withdrawn as the PPF/PF-DA
extract and the carbon nanotube extracts were collected via filtering the nanotube media
through a Nalgene 0.2 pm filter (Nalge, Rochester, NY). The extract media and their 10x
and 100x diluted solutions with culture media were added to the 96-well plates in which
the cells were cultured for viability tests. For direct contact tests o f carbon nanotubes, the
conditioned nanotube media and their 10x and 100x diluted solutions without filtration
were also added as the experimental solutions to the cells in other wells. The three types
o f carbon nanotubes did not increase the background fluorescence in LIVE or DEAD
assays.

Cytotoxicity o f Crosslinked Networks
The cytotoxicity of the crosslinked networks o f PPF/PF-DA and three
nanocomposites was also examined via an extract dilution test. Circular disc specimens
were sterilized with UV light for 3 h and then soaked in culture media with a surface area
to fluid volume o f 3 cm2/mL at 37 °C for 24 h. The extraction media and their diluted
solutions were used as the experimental solutions in the cell viability tests.

Cell Attachment on Crosslinked Networks
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The cell attachment test was carried out as previously described [18]. Briefly, the
disc specimens were sterilized under UV light for 3 h and then placed in 24-well plates.
Stainless steel weight rings (inner diameter = 7 mm, height = 1 6 mm) were autoclaved
and placed on top o f the discs to ensure that cells would only contact the confined area o f
the specimen surface when they were added. After trypsinization and resuspension, 300
pL of the cell suspension at a concentration of 50,000 cells/mL was added within each
'y

ring onto the network surface for a seeding density o f 40,000 cells/cm . Wells in which
fibroblasts were directly seeded on the tissue culture polystyrene (TCPS) confined by the
rings but without the disc specimens served as control. After 24 h culturing, the rings and
the media were removed and the disc specimens were washed with PBS twice to remove
any unattached fibroblasts. The adherent cells were then enzymatically lifted with 0.5 mL
trypsin/EDTA solution followed by neutralization with 0.5 mL culture media. The cell
number in the suspension was quantified with a Multisizer Coulter Counter (Coulter
Electronics, Hialeah, FL).
Cell adhesion on the disc surface was visualized by staining with the
LIVE/DEAD reagent after the PBS washes and then imaging with a laser scanning
confocal microscope (Zeiss LSM 510 META, Carl Zeiss, Germany) using a 10*
objective. Excitation light (488 nm) was provided by an Argon laser and emitted light
was collected using virtual bandpass filters centered at 515 and 635 nm for calcein AM
and EthD-1, respectively. The same discs were subsequently immersed in 2.5 %
glutaraldehyde to fix the cells, dehydrated in a gradient series o f ethanol, air-dried and
then vacuum-dried overnight. Finally, the specimen surface seeded with the cells was
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sputter-coated with gold and imaged with a JEOL 6500F scanning electron microscope
(SEM; JEOL U.S.A., Peabody, MA) at an accelerating voltage o f 15 kV.

Cytotoxicity o f Degradation Products
To produce the degradation products in a short time, the networks were
hydrolytically degraded in accelerated conditions as previously described. [18] Briefly, 5
g crosslinked material was ground into a powder, added into 50 mL 1 N NaOH solution,
protected under a nitrogen atmosphere, and then placed on a shaker table (80 rpm) at 60
°C for 7 days. The solutions were subsequently neutralized to pH 7.4 with HC1 and then
filtered through a 0.2 pm filter. The degradation solutions were 2x, 10x, and lOOxdiluted
with culture media and then used as the experimental solutions in cell viability tests.
Sterile PBS and 1 N NaCl solution were similarly diluted to serve as controls.

Because high concentrations o f Na+ and C f ions were introduced during the
accelerated degradation conditioning, the osmolarity o f all degradation solutions were
measured using an OSMETTE automatic osmometer (Precision Systems, Inc., Natick,
MA).

Statistical Analysis
All statistical comparisons were conducted with a 95% confidence interval (p <
0.05). Single-factor analysis of variance (ANOVA) was conducted to identify significant
differences among treatment groups. When significant differences were present, Tukey’s
Honestly Significantly Different (HSD) multiple-comparison test was used to determine
the potential effects. The experimental data were expressed as means ± standard
deviation.
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RESULTS

Cytotoxicity o f Unreacted Components
The cytotoxic effects o f the leachable components from uncrosslinked PPF/PFDA and three carbon nanotubes are shown in Figure 7.2A. The extracts o f PPF/PF-DA
macromers demonstrated a dose-dependent cytotoxicity: the undiluted extraction medium
displayed less than 1 % cell viability, increasing to 53 ± 11 % for 10* dilution, and no
adverse effect (104 ± 6 % cell viability compared to the live control) was observed for
100x dilution. For each extraction solution from SWNTs, F-SWNTs, and US-tubes at 1100 pg/mL concentrations, approximately 100 % cell viability was observed after 24 h
exposure and there was no significant difference in cell viability among different carbon
nanotubes or different concentrations.
For the fibroblasts in direct contact with each o f the three carbon nanotube
suspensions at 1-100 pg/mL concentrations for 24 h, no reduction in cell viability
compared to the live control was detected and no significant difference existed among
different nanotube or concentration groups (Figure 7.2B). Fluorescent microscopy images
o f carbon nanotube media also demonstrated a high density o f live cells (labeled with
green color) with normal morphology and very few dead cells (labeled with red color)
comparable to that o f the live control (Figure 7.3 A and C-E). Due to the hydrophobic
properties o f these carbon nanotubes, they formed aggregates (black color) on the scale o f
hundreds o f nanometers to tens o f micrometers within the confluent cell monolayer
(Figure 7.3 C-F). Fibroblasts were surrounded by or attached to these nanotube
aggregates without showing any signs o f damage. However, if cells were covered by
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aggregates of US-tubes as exemplified in Figure 7.3F, cell death might happen due to
hindered nutrient transport.

Cytotoxicity o f Crosslinked Networks
Nearly 100 % cell viability was detected when cells were exposed to l-100x
diluted extracts from crosslinked networks o f PPF or the three carbon nanotube/PPF
nanocomposites (Figure 7.4). Compared to the live control, the extraction media from
each nanocomposite did not change the density and morphology o f the fibroblasts over
24 h incubation (Figure 7.3A and G-I). There was no significant difference among
different networks and concentrations in the cell viability data or fluorescent microscopy
images.

Cell Attachment on Crosslinked Networks
Fractions o f attached fibroblasts to the nanocomposite networks o f SWNTs, FSWNTs, and US-tubes were 68 ± 33 %, 66 ± 26 %, and 62 ± 20 % o f initial seeded cells,
respectively, which were comparable to the 84 ± 30 % cell attachment on the TCPS
control and 37 ± 17 % cell attachment on PPF/PF-DA networks (Figure 7.5). These
quantitative results were also supported from the images o f confocal microscopy and
scanning electron microscopy (Figure 7.6). Under confocal microscopy, the fibroblasts
stained with the LIVE/DEAD reagent were mostly alive, attached, and spread over the
nanocomposite surface in a way similar to those on TCPS (Figure 7.3A). Cell adhesion to
the network surface and the extensions o f the cells covering most o f the surface were
clearly observed under SEM.

Cytotoxicity o f Degradation Products
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As shown in Figure 7.7A, all the degradation products from PPF and
nanocomposite networks demonstrated a dose-dependent effect on cell viability which is
nearly zero at 2x dilution and increased up to more than 85 % at 100x dilution.
Fibroblasts exposed to 2x diluted degradation products appeared in round shapes and had
little cytoplasm under fluorescence microscopy (Figure 7.3 J-L), which also indicated
toxic effects to cells. Interestingly, 1 N NaCl solution diluted with culture media also
showed significant adverse effects to cell viability (9 ± 6 % at 50 vol% concentration)
while 97 ± 5 % cells remained alive after exposed to 2x diluted PBS for 24 h.

The osmolarity o f 2-100x dilutions o f 1 N NaOH solution and degradation
product solutions is shown in Figure 7.7B. Compared to the osmolarity o f 279 ± 2 mOsm
for PBS and 341 ± 5 mOsm for DMEM culture media, 2x diluted solutions o f 1 N NaOH
and degradation products from PPF and nanocomposites all had osmolarities in the range
of 890-1020 mOsm. However, their osmolarities decreased to -4 4 0 mOsm at 10x
dilution and -350 mOsm at 100x dilution with culture media.

DISCUSSION
The objective o f this study was to evaluate the in vitro cytotoxicity o f the
nanocomposites of PPF/PF-DA polymer and three different forms o f single-walled
carbon nanotubes (SWNTs, F-SWNTs, and US-tubes). In vitro cytotoxicity testing
provides valuable information for more complex and expensive in vivo animal
experiments thus often serves as an initial screening study for further evaluation o f
biocompatibility. We used adherent 3T3 fibroblast-like cells which are widely accepted
for in vitro cytotoxicity testing o f materials [182], Nevertheless, we recognize that the
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trends observed in the in vitro study with a fibroblast cell line might not necessarily be
applicable to all other cell types.
The LIVE/DEAD viability/cytotoxicity assay applies two-color fluorescence green fluorescence from calcein dye converted by the active esterase in live cells and red
fluorescence from EthD-1 whose fluorescence undergoes a 40-fold enhancement after
binding to nucleic acids in the damaged membranes o f dead cells [183], Therefore, this
assay has the advantage o f simultaneous detection o f live and dead cells based on their
intracellular esterase activity and plasma membrane integrity. Furthermore, this assay
was preferred over the 3-(4,5-dimethylthiazol-2-yl)-2,5-diphenyltetrazolium bromide
(MTT) assay for evaluation of cell viability because single-walled carbon nanotubes
interact with reagents o f MTT assay and interfere with measurements [182, 184], In this
study, the fraction o f live cells after exposure to various concentrations o f experimental
solutions for 24 h was calculated to indicate the cell viability o f each material with
reference to the live control. The fraction o f dead cells was also calculated with reference
to the dead control and was used to confirm the trends seen in the data o f the LIVE assay
(Table 7.2).
Because the single-walled carbon nanotube/PPF/PF-DA nanocomposites are
injectable and in situ crosslinkable and PPF/PF-DA is biodegradable, there are three
different forms o f the nanocomposites which would interact with the surrounding tissues
during their implantation as tissue engineering scaffolds for orthopaedic applications. The

three nanocomposite forms are the unreacted components before in situ thermal
crosslinking, the crosslinked networks, and the final degradation products. We tested the
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cell response to all three material forms to fully examine any potential cytotoxicity and
predict possible tissue response to the materials when implanted in vivo.

Unreacted Components
The extract from uncrosslinked PPF/PF-DA macromers can adversely affect cell
viability after 24 h incubation (Figure 7.2A), which may be due to the toxic, leachable
components, especially the crosslinking agent in the polymer [18]. However, this
experiment and a previous study have shown that the cytotoxic effect o f the PPF/PF-DA
extract decreased in a dose- and time-dependent manner. [18]. In an in situ crosslinking
application, the crosslinking reaction typically happens in minutes and the majority o f
macromers are integrated into the crosslinked networks. The actual amount o f toxic,
leachable components extracted into surrounding tissues can be minimal [115].

No in vitro cytotoxicity was observed for all three tested single-walled carbon
nanotubes at 1-100 pg/mL concentrations in both extract dilution and direct contact
assays (Figure 7.2). Unlike some reported morphological changes and injuries o f cells in
some carbon nanotube cytotoxicity studies [166, 168], our cells maintained normal
morphology and appeared to embrace nanotube aggregates and even formed some cell
agglomerates with these aggregates (Figure 7.3 C-F). Similar results were also observed
by Worle-Knirsch et ah, who suggested that toxic impurities within carbon nanotube
samples could be critical to cell response [179]. Different researchers used various
methods to synthesize and purify their carbon nanotube samples with various purities,
which might contribute to the controversial results from different cytotoxicity studies. All
three single-carbon nanotubes used in this study were carefully purified with purity > 9 8
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wt% (measured by a thermogravimetric analysis) [134, 153, 158]. At the same time, we
worked very carefully to remove any residual organic solvents from nanotube samples
during preparation procedures because many organic solvents may be very toxic to cells.
[185],

Crosslinked Networks
The excellent cytocompatibility o f all crosslinked nanocomposite examined
(Figure 7.4) is further evidenced by the cell attachment results, which were comparable to
a TCPS control substrate (Figure 7.5). Besides the high density o f adherent cells on the
surface o f crosslinked nanocomposites, cells appeared to attach to the substrate and
spread to cover the surface (Figure 7.6). On the contrary, fibroblasts attached to the
crosslinked PPF/PF-DA at a significantly lower density than TCPS. As suggested by a
previous study [18], although toxic components were not leached out o f the crosslinked
PPF/PF-DA, they might still exist within the networks to reduce cell adhesion.
Crosslinked nanocomposites exhibited increased crosslinking densities compared to
PPF/PF-DA [153], thus reducing the amount o f leachable components which contribute
to the cytotoxicity. Additionally, since cells such as epithelial-like cells tend to attach to
single-walled carbon nanotubes [179], these nanocomposite networks might provide
better cytocompatible scaffolds than crosslinked PPF/PF-DA polymer alone.

Degradation Products
As nanocomposites o f biodegradable polymers gradually break down into small
molecules, the biological response to these degradation products becomes another
important factor for the successful application of these materials in bone tissue
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engineering. Because crosslinked PPF/PF-DA degrades very slowly [26], an accelerated
method was designed to completely hydrolyze PPF/PF-DA networks in seven days.
Under the same conditions, nanocomposite networks were also totally degraded since the
non-degradable carbon nanotubes accounted for less than 1 wt% o f these networks.
A previous study using the same degradation method demonstrated a similar
dose-dependent cytotoxicity from the degradation products o f PPF/PF-DA as shown in
Figure 7.7A [18]. This phenomenon was explained by the cytotoxicity o f individual
degradation components from PPF/PF-DA, such as acrylic acid and fumaric acid [18].
However, nearly IN NaCl was introduced into the degradation product solution during
the accelerated degradation procedure, which indeed produced an approximately three
fold increase in osmolarities for all 2 x diluted degradation product solutions (Figure 7.7B)
compared to normal plasma osmolarity (280-303 mOsm). Such high osmolarity can
partly contribute to the observed cytotoxicity o f the degradation product solutions.
Another possible adverse factor for cell viability in this test is the lack o f nutrients in the
degradation solutions. Nevertheless, PBS, which is also free o f nutrients, did not decrease
the fraction o f live cells at the 2-100 x dilutions, demonstrating that enough nutrients were
available in the degradation solutions with 2-100x culture media dilution for 24 h cell
viability.
Given that the three carbon nanotubes did not cause any cytotoxicity, it is not
surprising

to

see

a

similar

cell

response

to

the

degradation products

o f the

nanocomposites compared to that o f PPF/PF-DA. In addition, the intrinsic cytotoxicity of
the degradation products should be less than that seen in Figure 7A, which is caused in
part by the high osmolarity o f the test solution. As the solution osmolarity decreased with
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media dilution, the cell viability increased accordantly. It is conceivable that in vivo
degradation products are better tolerated because of their slow release over time and
clearance by the body [115].

CONCLUSIONS
Three different types o f single-walled carbon nanotube/poly(propylene fumarate)
nanocomposites were evaluated for their in vitro cytotoxicity by examining each o f three
material forms during implantation: the unreacted components, the crosslinked networks,
and the degradation products. Cell viability was assessed by a LIVE/DEAD fluorescence
assay. While uncrosslinked PPF/PF-DA macromers exhibited a known dose-dependent
cytotoxic effect, SWNTs, F-SWNTs, and US-tubes did not display any in vitro
cytotoxicity at concentrations o f 1-100 pg/mL in both extract dilution and direct contact
assays. For the crosslinked networks, excellent cytocompatibility was demonstrated by
both high cell viability for their extracts and good cell adhesion on their surfaces. All
degradation product solutions from an accelerated degradation method showed similar
dose-dependent cytotoxic responses partly due to the increased osmolarity by NaCl, a
byproduct o f the method, that could be overcome with media dilution. These results
demonstrated favorable in vitro cytocompatibility o f all three forms o f nanocomposites,
suggesting their potential for in vivo bone replacement therapies.
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T able 7.1: Fluorescence o f various materials and/or cells at wavelengths o f 528 nm
(green color) and 620 nm (red color) after treated with LIVE/DEAD reagent (mean ±
standard deviation for n = 5).
Fluorescence
221 ±
Background
Live cell control
2982 ±
Dead cell control
219 ±
100 pg/mL SWNTs
222 ±
100 pg/mL F-SWNTs
218 ±
100 pg/mL US-tubes
216 ±
Cells + 100 pg/mL SWNTs
3081 ±
Cells + 100 pg/mL F-SWNTs
3145 ±
Cells + 100 pg/mL US-tubes
2830 ±

at 528 nm
10
152
11
6
5
6
243
121
193

Fluorescence at 620 nm
36
56
216
34
33
32
56
56
54

±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
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3
4
12
3
2
3
8
8
5
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Table 7.2: Fractions o f live cells and dead cells determined by LIVE/DEAD
viability/cytotoxicity assay after 24 h exposure to test media (mean ± standard deviation
for n = 5).
Test media
Live control
Dead control
SWNT media

F-SWNT media

US-tube media

Extract o f SWNT
nanocomposite
Extract o f F-SWNT
nanocomposite
Extract o f US-tube
nanocomposite
Degradation products
o f SWNT
nanocomposite
Degradation products
of F-SWNT
nanocomposite
Degradation products
o f US-tube
nanocomposite

Dilution Fraction o f live cells (%) Fraction o f dead cells (%)
12 ± 2
100 ± 5
-0.1 ± 0.4
100 ± 7
1x
10 X
100 X
1X
10 x
100 x
1X
10 X
100 x

104
106
102
106
106
108
95
108
107

±

1X
10 X
100 X
1X
10 X
100 x
1X
10 X
100 x

101
106
105
98
105
107
100
106
105

±

2 x
10 X
100 X
2x
10 X
100 x
2 x
10 x
100 x

2
65
87
0.1
62
87
4
68
86

9
8
8
4
7
8
7
7
6

12 ± 4
11 ± 3
11 ± 4
12 ± 5
12 ± 3
11 ± 6
11 ± 3
9 ± 3
10 ± 4
14
14
14
15
14
15
11
10
11

±

±
±
±
±
±

10
7
5
10
10
7
6
5
2

±
±
±
±
±

4
3
5
3
4
2
2
2
3

±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±

3
17
6
0.2
7
6
3
7
9

29
9
5
69
13
9
56
10
8

±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±

5
5
2
5
6
3
6
7
2

±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±

±
±
±

±
±
±

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

* The sum o f live and dead fractions was lower than 100% due to detachment o f dead
cells during the 24 h incubation.
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Figure 7.1: Depiction of (A) a single-carbon nanotube (SWNT), (B) a functionalized
SWNT (F-SWNT), and (C) a ultra-short SWNT (US-tube).
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Figure 7.2: Cell viability after 24 h exposure to 1-100x diluted (A) extracts o f
uncrosslinked PPF/PF-DA and nanotubes, and (B) conditioned media with nanotubes (1 x
dilution = 1 mg nanotube/10 mL culture media). Error bars represent standard deviations;
n = 5.
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G

H

F ig u r e 7.3: Fluorescent m icro sco p y im ages o f fibroblasts after 2 4 h exposure to
experim ent m edia and treated w ith L IV E /D E A D reagent: (A ) liv e (p o sitiv e) control, (B )
dead (negative) control, (C ) S W N T m edia, (D ) F -S W N T m edia, (E , F) U S -tu b e m edia
(arrows point to carbon nanotube aggregates); (G , H , I) extracts o f S W N T , F -S W N T , U S tube n anocom p osite netw orks, respectively; (J, K , L) 2 x diluted degradation products o f
SW N T , F -S W N T , U S -tu b e n anocom p osite netw orks, resp ectively. S ca le bar indicates
2 0 0 pm in A -E and G -L , and 2 0 p m in F.
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Figure 7.4: Cell viability after 24 h exposure to 1-100x diluted extracts o f crosslinked
PPF/PF-DA and nanocomposite networks (lx dilution = 1 mL media/3 cm2 network
surface). Error bars represent standard deviations; n = 5.
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Figure 7.5: Fibroblast attachment to the tissue culture polystyrene (TCPS) control,
crosslinked PPF/PF-DA and nanocomposite networks after 24 h incubation. The cells
were seeded at a density o f 40,000 cells/cm2. Error bars represent standard deviations; n =
5. The symbol
indicates a statistically significant difference between TCPS and
crosslinked PPF/PF-DA (p < 0.05).
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Figure 7.6: (A) Confocal microscopy image of fibroblasts on the surface of crosslinked
F-SWNT nanocomposites after treatment with LIVE/DEAD reagent; (B) scanning
electron microscopy image o f fibroblasts on the surface o f crosslinked F-SWNT
nanocomposites, the upper left inset shows a cell attached to the nanocomposite surface
with carbon nanotubes indicated by arrows.
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Figure 7.7: (A) Cell viability after 24 h exposure to 2-100x diluted PBS, IN NaCl
solution and degradation products obtained from an accelerated degradation test; n = 5.
(B) Osmolarity o f PBS, DMEM media, and 2-100x diluted IN NaCl solution and
degradation products; n = 3.
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CHAPTER VIII

FABRICATION OF POROUS ULTRA-SHORT SINGLE-WALLED
CARBON NANOTUBE NANOCOMPOSITE SCAFFOLDS FOR
BONE TISSUE ENGINEERING*

ABSTRACT

We investigated the fabrication o f highly porous scaffolds made o f three different
materials [polypropylene fumarate) (PPF) polymer, an ultra-short single-walled carbon
nanotube

(US-tube)

nanocomposite,

and

a

dodecylated

US-tube

(F-US-tube)

nanocomposite] in order to evaluate the effects o f material composition and porosity on
scaffold pore structure, mechanical properties, and marrow stromal cell culture. All
scaffolds were produced by a thermal-crosslinking particulate-leaching technique at
specific porogen contents of 75, 80, 85, and 90 vol%. Scanning electron microcopy,
microcomputed tomography, and mercury intrusion porosimetry were used to analyze the
pore structures o f scaffolds. The porogen content was found to dictate the porosity of
scaffolds. There was no significant difference in porosity, pore size, and interconnectivity
among the different materials for the same porogen fraction. Nearly 100% o f the pore
volume was interconnected through 20 pm or larger connections for all scaffolds. While
interconnectivity through larger connections improved with higher porosity, compressive
mechanical properties of scaffolds declined at the same time. However, the compressive
modulus, offset yield strength, and compressive strength o f F-US-tube nanocomposites
were higher than or similar to the corresponding properties for the PPF polymer and UStube nanocomposites for all the porosities examined. As for in vitro osteoconductivity,
* This chapter has been accepted for publication as: Shi X, Sitharam an B, Pham QP, Liang F, W u K,
B illups W E, W ilson LJ, M ikos AG. Fabrication o f porous ultra-short single-w alled carbon nanotube
nanocom posite scaffolds for bone tissue engineering. Biom aterials.
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marrow stromal cells demonstrated equally good cell attachment and proliferation on all
scaffolds made o f different materials at each porosity. These results indicate that
functionalized ultra-short single-walled carbon nanotube nanocomposite scaffolds with
tunable porosity and mechanical properties hold great promise for bone tissue
engineering applications.

INTRODUCTION

A scaffold is one o f the key components in the tissue engineering paradigm in
which it can function as a template to allow new tissue growth and also provide
temporary structural support while serving as a delivery vehicle for cells and/or bioactive
molecules [130, 131]. An ideal scaffold for bone tissue regeneration should possess
mechanical properties similar to the bone tissue being replaced, good biocompatibility
with surrounding tissue, large porosity and pore size, high pore interconnectivity for bone
tissue ingrowth, and biodegradability such that it is gradually replaced by growing bone
tissue [186]. Despite extensive research, no existing man-made scaffold can meet all
these requirements. The development o f novel biomaterials and scaffold fabrication
techniques is critical for the success o f bone tissue engineering.

Recently, a variety of nanocomposite materials made o f poly(propylene fumarate)
(PPF) and single-walled carbon nanotubes (SWNTs) have been explored for potential use
as scaffold materials in our laboratory [134, 153, 158]. These nanocomposites are
injectable, thermally-crosslinkable, and cytocompatible in vitro, making them promising
biomaterials for bone tissue engineering. SWNTs, especially ultra short SWNTs (UStubes), significantly reinforced PPF polymer, whose inferior mechanical properties often
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limit its use as a highly porous scaffold for load bearing applications. Chemical
functionalization o f SWNTs can improve their dispersion into PPF, augmenting their
reinforcing effects

[153], Therefore, functionalized US-tubes (F-US-tubes) were

introduced here to investigate their effects on scaffolds for bone tissue engineering.

In this study, we examined the scaffold fabrication process to generate three
different materials: pure PPF polymer, US-tube/PPF nanocomposite, and F-US-tube/PPF
nanocomposite. While scaffolds with a high porosity would allow bone tissue ingrowth,
their mechanical properties could become compromised [187]. Therefore, scaffolds with
porosities o f 75, 80, 85, and 90 vol% were designed for this experiment. To our
knowledge, few studies have produced a SWNT nanocomposite scaffold for bone tissue
engineering and there has been little characterization of such highly porous scaffolds for
their physical and biological properties [159, 188-190]. We demonstrate here that up to
90 vol% scaffolds o f nanocomposites can be reproducibly created via thermalcrosslinking and salt porogen leaching. Furthermore, we ask the following questions: (1)
How do the carbon nanotubes affect the pore structure and mechanical properties of
scaffolds? (2) What are the effects o f different porosity on the pore structure and
mechanical properties o f scaffolds? (3) What are the responses o f bone marrow stromal
cells cultured on scaffolds made o f different nanomaterials with varying porosity?

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Polymer Preparation
Poly(propylene fumarate) (PPF) and its crosslinking agent propylene fumaratediacrylate (PF-DA) were synthesized as previously described [7, 9], The PPF used in this
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study had a number average molecular weight (Mn) o f 2660 and a polydispersity index of
2.1. PF-DA had a molecular weight of 340. All reagents and organic solvents were used
as received. PPF and PF-DA were mixed at a 1:2.1 mass ratio prior to usage.

US-tube Synthesis and Functionalization
US-tubes were produced by fluorination followed by pyrolysis o f as-received
SWNTs as previously described [154]. The resulting nanotubes had lengths o f 20-80 nm
and were much shorter than SWNTs produced by a high pressure carbon monoxide
(HiPco) process which are hundreds o f nanometers to several microns in length [121].
US-tubes were then functionalized by a alkylation-based reduction [191]. Briefly, NH 3
(-60 mL) was condensed into a flame-dried 100 mL flask loaded with US-tubes (20 mg,
1.7 mmol o f carbon). This was followed by the addition o f sodium metal (184 mg,

8

mmol), and then 1-iodododecane (1.9 g, 6.4 mmol). The reaction mixture was
subsequently allowed to stir overnight with the slow evaporation o f NH 3. The remaining
mixture was diluted with ethanol (10 mL) and then with water (20 mL). After
acidification with 10% HC1, the US-tubes were extracted into hexane (50 mL), and
washed three times with water (50 mL each time). The final hexane layer was filtered
through a 0.2 pm PTFE membrane filter, washed with ethanol (200 mL) and chloroform
(200 mL), and then dried to give functionalized US-tubes (F-US-tubes, Figure 1). The
functionalization was confirmed by the large disorder band (at -1290 cm '1) in the Raman
spectra o f F-US-tubes. The mass loss o f F-US-tubes in thermogravimetric analysis (TGA,

10°C/min to 800 °C in argon) was 40 % indicating that one out o f every 21 carbon atoms
on the sidewalls o f US-tubes was covalently attached with a dodecyl group [192].
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Fabrication o f Nanocomposites and Their Scaffolds
Following an established procedure o f high shear mixing, sonicating and drying
[153], the carbon nanotubes were uniformly distributed into the PPF/PF-DA mixture
(subsequently referred to as PPF). US-tubes were loaded at 0.5 wt% concentration
because US-tube/PPF nanocomposites achieved their maximum mechanical properties at
this loading concentration [158], F-US-tubes were loaded at 0.83 wt% concentration to
provide the nanocomposite with the same amount o f carbon nanotubes as the UStube/PPF nanocomposite.

Porous scaffolds were fabricated by

a thermal-crosslinking

salt-leaching

technique with NaCl as the water soluble porogen [190]. PPF or the nanocomposites were
first mixed with

1

wt% free-radical initiator, benzoyl peroxide, followed by the addition

of the appropriate amount of NaCl (300-500 pm crystal size) sieved with USA Standard
Testing Sieves (Fisher Scientific, Pittsburgh, PA). The mixtures were then cast and
thermally crosslinked at 100 °C for 24 h in cylindrical Teflon molds (4 mm diameter and
8

mm height) or cylindrical glass molds (6.5 mm diameter). The 100 °C curing

temperature was applied here to ensure complete crosslinking o f the scaffold materials
[15]. After being removed from the molds, the 4 x

8

mm samples were used for the

characterizations o f pore structure and mechanical properties and the 6.5 mm-diameter
samples were cut into 2 mm thick discs for cell seeding. Finally, all crosslinked samples
were soaked in water (water was changed every 8 h) on a shaker table (80 rpm) at room

temperature for 3 days to leach out the NaCl porogen. Afterwards, they were blotted with
absorbent paper and then vacuum dried for 24 h.
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The amount o f NaCl used to generate 75, 80, 85, and 90 vol% porous scaffolds
was calculated according to the following equations:

x 100%

0)

(2)

Where e is the apparent porosity (volume percent of porogen in a scaffold), VnoCI and
VNano are the volumes o f NaCl and the nanocomposite in a scaffold, W^aci and W^an0 are
the weights o f NaCl and the nanocomposite in a scaffold, and pm ci is the density o f NaCl
(2.17 g/mL). The density o f the nanocomposite ifiNano) was calculated by measuring the
mass and volume of five solid crosslinked nanocomposite cylinders and found to be 1.25
g/mL. Based on these theoretical calculations, 83.9, 87.4, 90.8, and 94.0 wt% NaCl is
needed to achieve 75, 80, 85, and 90 vol% porous scaffolds. For example, a formulation
of 1 g nanocomposite mixed with 15.62 g NaCl would yield a 90 vol% scaffold.

Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM)
SEM was applied to examine the pore structure o f a scaffold, such as pore size,
morphology, and inter connectivity. Cross-sections of cut disc samples were sputtercoated with gold for 2 min at 100 mA using a CrC-150 Sputtering System (Torr
International, New Windsor, NY) and observed under a FEI Quanta 400 field emission
scanning electron microscope (FEI Company, Hillsboro, OR) at an accelerating voltage
o f 15 kV.
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Microcomputed Tomography (MicroCT)
MicroCT was used to nondestructively and quantitatively measure the threedimensional porosity and porous interconnectivity o f scaffolds. Three 4 > < 8 mm
cylindrical samples from each scaffold type (n = 3) were scanned with a SkyScan 1172
microCT imaging system (Aartselaar, Belgium) at 10 pm resolution using a voltage o f 40
kV, and a current o f 250 pA. Image reconstruction and analysis were conducted using the
software package provided by SkyScan. The raw images o f scaffolds were first
reconstructed to serial coronal-oriented tomograms using a 3D cone beam reconstruction
algorithm. A thresholding analysis was then performed to determine the threshold value
for which grayscale tomograms o f scaffolds were most accurately represented by their
binarized counterparts in terms o f porosity. An optimal threshold value o f 40 was applied
for all three-dimensional reconstructions and quantitative analysis in this study.
Representative 3D reconstructions (top and 15° angled side views at a camera
viewing angle of

10

degree) o f porous scaffolds were generated based on the binarized

tomograms to visually show the 3D models o f scaffold structures. A cylindrical volume
o f interest (VOI) with a diameter o f 3 mm and a height o f

6

mm was selected in the

center o f a scaffold to eliminate potential edge effects. Scaffold porosity was then
calculated as:
Porosity = 100% - vol% o f binarized object (scaffold materials) in VOI.

(3)

In this study, interconnectivity was quantified as the fraction o f the pore volume
in a scaffold that was accessible from the outside through openings o f a certain minimum
size [193]. A shrink-wrap process was performed between two 3D measurements to
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shrink the outside boundary of the VOI in a scaffold through any openings whose size is
equal to or larger than a threshold value (2 0 - 2 0 0 pm were used in this study).
Interconnectivity was calculated as follows:

Interconnectivity = {V-Vshri„k-wrap)l(V-Vm) x 100 %

Where

V

is the total volume o f the VOI,

processing, and

Vm

VShrmk-wrap

(4)

is the VOI volume after shrink-wrap

is the volume o f scaffold material.

M ercury Intrusion Porosimetry
After microCT scanning, the same scaffold samples were measured for their
porosities and pore sizes using an Autoscan-500 mercury intrusion porosimeter
(Quantachrome, Boynton Beach, FL). A sample was weighed and placed into the sample
chamber, which was evacuated and filled with mercury until an initial pressure o f ~

0 .6

psi. The chamber pressure was then increased at a rate o f 0.01 psi/second to 50 psi while
the intruded volume of mercury was recorded. The intruded mercury volume per gram
sample was measured by the porosimeter and was assumed to be equal to the pore
volume ( Vp0re). The porosity (e) was then calculated as:

e =

VpOK
Vp o re

+

1

x 100%

(5)

—

P

The density o f PPF or nanocomposites (p) was calculated by measuring the mass and
volume o f a solid crosslinked cylindrical sample and found to

be 1.25g/mL.

porosimeter also measured the pore size according to the Washburn equation:
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4r|cos0|
D = - ^ ------ !■

(6)

Where D is the pore diameter, y is the surface tension o f mercury, 0 is the contact angle
between mercury and the scaffold material (140° as reported in the literature [194]), and
P is the pressure.

Compressive Mechanical Testing
Compressive mechanical testing o f the 4 x

8

mm cylindrical samples was

conducted at room temperature using a uniaxial materials testing machine (Instron Model
5565, Canton, MA) with a 50 N load cell in accordance with the American Society o f
Testing Materials (ASTM) Standard D695-02a. Scaffold samples were compressed along
their long axis at a cross-head speed o f 1 mm/min until failure. When a porous scaffold
did not fracture, the experiment was halted at 0.5 mm/mm strain. The force and
displacement were recorded throughout the compression and converted to stress and
strain based on the initial specimen dimensions. The compressive modulus was calculated
as the slope of the initial linear portion o f the stress-strain curve. The offset compressive
yield strength was determined as the stress at which the stress-strain curve intersected
with a line drawn parallel to the slope defining the modulus, beginning at

1 .0

% strain

(offset). The compressive strength was defined as the maximum stress carried by the
specimen during the compression testing. Five specimens were tested for each scaffold
type (n = 5).

Isolation, Culture, and Storage o f Marrow Stromal Cells (MSCs)
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Rat bone MSCs were harvested and cultured based on established protocols [195,
196], Briefly,

6 -8

week old male Wistar rats (Charles River Laboratories, Wilmington,

MA) were anesthetized using 4% isofluorane in oxygen and then euthanized by
inhalation o f CO 2 . Under aseptic conditions, the femora and tibiae were excised from the
hind limbs and the external soft tissue was discarded. The proximal ends o f the femora
and the distal ends o f the tibiae were cut off. An 18-gauge needle was inserted into the
diaphyses through the knee joint end o f each bone, and the marrow was flushed out with
5 mL complete osteogenic media containing a-Eagle minimum essential media (a-MEM,
Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO), 10 vol% fetal bovine serum (FBS, Bio Whittaker,
Walkersville, MD), 50 pg/mL gentamicin, 100 pg/mL ampicillin, 0.5 pg/mL fungizone,
o

50 pg/mL L-ascorbic acid, 0.01 M P-glycerophosphate, and 10' M dexamethasone (all
from Sigma-Aldrich). The resulting marrow pellets were broken up by trituration, and the
•

2

•

cell suspensions from all bone marrows were combined and plated in 75-cm tissue
culture flasks for

6

days under standard cell-culture conditions, i.e. 37 °C, 95% relative

humidity, and 5% CO 2 / 95% air environment. The osteogenic media were changed at 1
and 3 days to remove the nonadherent cell population. At the end o f this primary culture,
MSCs were enzymatically lifted from the flasks with 2 mL o f a concentrated trypsin
solution (0.25% trypsin / 0.02% ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid), centrifuged at 400 g for
10 min, and resuspended at a concentration o f 3 million cells / mL FBS with 10 vol%
dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO, Sigma-Aldrich). This cell suspension was aliquoted in 1.5
mL cryovials, put into a cryogenic freezing container, kept at -80 °C overnight, and then
transferred to a liquid nitrogen storage tank until use.

MSC Culture on Porous Scaffolds
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MSCs were thawed, suspended in media, pelleted, and resuspended in a known
amount o f osteogenic media to remove DMSO. The cell suspensions were cultured in 75cm tissue culture flasks at a density o f one million cells per flask for 7 days with
complete osteogenic media changed at 1, 3, and 5 days. Prior to cell seeding, 6.5 x 2 mm
disc scaffolds were sterilized and prewetted based on an established process [197].
Briefly, scaffolds were first sterilized with ethylene oxide gas for 14 h. Twelve samples
from each scaffold group were then prewetted with a gradient ethanol series from

100

%

to 70 % by centrifugation, rinsed with phosphate buffered saline (PBS) three times and
then with osteogenic media twice and left in a incubator overnight. After that, the
passaged MSCs were lifted, resuspended in osteogenic media, and seeded on the prepared
scaffolds at a density o f 250,000 cells/scaffold in 25 pL media. Cells were allowed to
attach for 3 h before adding 1 mL complete media to each well o f the 24-well plates. At
1,3, and 7 days, the media were changed and four scaffolds o f each sample group were
removed and rinsed with PBS. Three o f the four scaffolds were stored in 1.5 mL distilled
and deionized water at -20°C for the PicoGreen DNA assay and one scaffold was
immediately used for scanning confocal microscopy and then scanning electron
microscopy.

Scaffold Cellularity Assays
Scaffold cellularity was quantified using the PicoGreen assay kit from Molecular
Probe (Eugene, OR) to measure fluorometric double-stranded D N A (dsD N A ) content

[196]. The PicoGreen dye binds to the major grooves o f dsDNA and the resulting
fluorescence intensity linearly corresponds to dsDNA concentration in solution. To
extract cellular DNA into the water solution, the stored scaffolds were first subjected to
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three freeze/thaw cycles (10 min in liquid nitrogen and 10 min in a 37 °C water bath)
followed by sonication for 30 min. According to the manufacturer’s instructions, working
buffer, sample solutions or dsDNA standard solutions (0-6 pg/mL), and PicoGreen dye
were sequentially added into each well o f a 96-well plate at 100, 50, and 150 pL per well,
respectively. After a 10-min incubation period in the dark at room temperature, the
fluorescence of each well was measured with a BIOTEK Instruments Flx800 plate reader
(Winooski, VT) using an excitation wavelength o f 480 nm and an emission wavelength
of 520 nm. The cell number on each scaffold was determined by correlating measured
DNA amount with a known number o f MSCs, which was 3.04 pg DNA per cell in this
study.

The cellularity on the porous scaffolds was also visualized by both confocal
microscopy and SEM. A scaffold from each sample group was first stained with 1 mL
LIVE/DEAD reagent (2 pM calcein AM and 4 pM ethidium homodimer-1 (EthD-1),
Molecular Probes, Eugene, OR) and then imaged with a laser scanning confocal
microscope (Zeiss LSM 510 Axiovert, Carl Zeiss, Germany) under an Argon laser
excited at 488 nm with emitted light collected at 515 nm for calcein AM (live cells) and
635 nm for EthD-1 (dead cells). The cytoplasm o f live cells was stained with the calcein
green dye and the cell nucleus o f dead cells was stained with the EthD-1 red dye. The
same samples were subsequently immersed in 2.5 % glutaraldehyde to fix the cells,
dehydrated in a gradient series o f ethanol, air-dried, and then vacuum-dried overnight.
Finally, the scaffold surface was sputter-coated with gold and observed with a FEI
Quanta 400 field emission SEM at an accelerating voltage o f 15 kV.

Statistical Analysis
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All statistical comparisons were conducted with a 95% confidence interval (p <
0.05). Single-factor analysis o f variance (ANOVA) was conducted to identify significant
differences among treatment groups. When significant differences were present, Tukey’s
Honestly Significantly Different (HSD) multiple-comparison test was used to determine
the potential effects. The experimental data were expressed as means ± standard
deviation.

RESULTS

Porous scaffolds made o f PPF, the US-tube nanocomposite, and the F-US-tube
nanocomposite were successfully fabricated by the thermal-crosslinking particulateleaching technique at four NaCl porogen fractions, 75, 80, 85, and 90 vol%. Two
different size scaffold samples were produced to meet the requirements o f different
characterization tests: cylindrical samples (4 mm diameter and

8

mm height) for scaffold

characterization by microCT, porosimetry, and compressive mechanical testing; and
circular disc samples (6.5 mm diameter and 2 mm thickness) for SEM and threedimensional culture o f rat MSCs.

Scaffold Characterization by SEM
The cross-sections o f NaCl-leached scaffolds are shown in the SEM images
presented in Figure 8.2. All scaffolds were highly porous and pores surrounded by thin
walls o f PPF or nanocomposites appeared well interconnected with each other. Most
pores in 75 and 80 vol% scaffolds apparently maintained the cubic shape and size (300500 pm) o f NaCl crystals. Pores became more irregular as NaCl fraction increased with
thinner walls and more and larger openings that connected pores inside the scaffolds.
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There was no characteristic difference among the SEM images o f each scaffold made of
PPF, US-tube nanocomposite, or F-US-tube nanocomposite at the same NaCl fractions.

Scaffold Characterization by MicroCT
Representative 3D images o f porous scaffolds reconstructed by microCT are
presented in Figure 8.3 A-C. Top views o f each scaffold revealed structures very similar
to those seen in SEM images. That is, more pores were surrounded by thinner walls with
larger interconnects as NaCl fraction increased from 75 to 90 vol%. These observations
were consistent by going through all individual cross-sections o f the microCT
reconstructed images without physical sectioning. In addition, representative 3D models
of scaffolds can be examined from any angle of view at up to

10

pm resolution by

shifting, rotating, and magnifying them in virtual space. For example, the 3D images of
side view provided further visual support of increasing scaffold porosity with increasing
porogen content. Representative 3D models o f PPF scaffold and the nanocomposite
scaffolds appeared similar to each other.
The porosity o f each scaffold with 75-90 vol% NaCl content was determined from
microCT data (Figure

8 .3D

and Table 8.1). The measured porosity values o f NaCl-

leached scaffolds closely matched the theoretical porosities o f 75, 80, 85, and 90 vol%
scaffolds. Moreover, there was no significant difference in microCT-measured porosity
among scaffolds made o f PPF, US-tube and F-US-tube nanocomposites.
Figure 8.3E shows the results o f interconnectivity analysis of F-US-tube
nanocomposite scaffolds with various NaCl fractions. As an opening between two pores
can be called an interconnection only when it is larger than a certain size, the value of
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interconnectivity is highly dependent on the defined minimum sizes. From the computed
data, more than 99% o f the pores inside 75-90 vol% scaffolds were connected to their
outside environment through openings o f at least 20 pm. However, the interconnectivity
o f 75 vol% scaffolds dropped from 98.6 ±0. 1 % for 40 pm minimum connection size to
mere 30.0 ± 5.1 % for 200 pm. Interconnectivity o f 80, 85, and 90 vol% scaffolds
followed the same trend. At each minimum connection size, interconnectivity declined
with decreasing porosity from 90 to 75 vol% and the difference among different porous
scaffolds became significant as the minimum connection size increased. Scaffolds o f PPF
and US-tube nanocomposite showed similar trends in interconnectivity vs. 75-90 vol%
NaCl content (Table 8.2).

Scaffold Characterization by Porosimetry
Scaffold porosity was also determined through the use o f mercury intrusion
porosimetry as presented in Figure

8 .4A.

The porosity values measured by porosimetry

were comparable with those calculated by microCT for all scaffolds regardless of
material or porosity (Table 8.1). There was no significant difference in porosity among
scaffold material groups o f PPF, US-tube nanocomposite, and F-US-tube nanocomposite
at the same porogen fractions. While 80, 85, and 90 vol% scaffolds all had mean pore
sizes ranging from 80 to 100 pm, the mean pore sizes of 75 vol% scaffolds were only 4050pm (Figure 8.4B). No significant difference in mean pore size o f scaffold was detected
among different material groups at the same porogen content. These data further

confirmed that porous scaffolds were fabricated with controllable porosities o f 75-90
vol% from PPF and nanocomposite materials via the NaCl-leaching technique.
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Compressive Mechanical Properties
Compressive mechanical properties o f porous scaffolds are shown as compressive
modulus, offset yield strength, and compressive strength in Figure 8.5. Compressive
mechanical properties o f each type o f scaffold significantly decreased as the porogen
fraction increased from 75 vol% to 90 vol%. For example, the compressive moduli of
PPF scaffolds were 7.5 ± 3.1, 3.5 ± 0.9, 0.48 ± 0.22, and 0.058 ± 0.016 MPa at NaCl
contents o f 75, 80, 85, and 90 vol%, respectively, which is more than a 100-fold decline
in compressive modulus as scaffolds changed from 75 vol% to 90 vol%. As the standard
deviations were large for each sample group, only a few significant differences were
detected among the three types o f materials: scaffolds made o f F-US-tube nanocomposite
were significantly stronger than PPF scaffolds at both 80 and 85 vol% porogen fractions
in terms of offset yield strength and compressive strength, and the offset yield strength of
F-US-tube nanocomposite scaffolds was also significantly higher than that o f US-tube
nanocomposite scaffolds at 85 vol% NaCl content.

MSC Cellularity on Porous Scaffolds
The number o f cells in each MSC/scaffold construct after 1, 3, and 7 days in
culture is shown in Figure 8 .6 . All scaffolds considered in this study (three different types
o f materials with four different porosities) supported the adhesion and proliferation o f the
seeded rat MSCs over the seven day in vitro culture period. O f the 250,000 seeded cells,
approximately 110,000-140,000 MSCs attached to each scaffold after 1 day in culture.
The cell number on each scaffold increased over time, reaching approximately 180,GOO210,000 cells/scaffold, No significant difference in cell number was detected either
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among three different materials for any NaCl fraction or among four different NaCl
fractions for any material.

MSC attachment and proliferation on different types o f scaffolds with various
porosities were also visualized with confocal microscopy. Stained with calcein AM, the
live cells emitted green fluorescence under the confocal microscope. As seen in Figure
8.7 A l-4, viable MSCs covered the struts/walls o f the nanocomposite o f 75-90 vol%
scaffolds after 1 day in culture. Then, the MSCs started spreading over the scaffold
surface and growing into the open pores on day 3 (Figure 8.7 B l-4). After 7 days, highly
distributed MSCs and their extracellular matrix filled/covered most o f the pores on the
surface o f scaffolds (Figure 8.7 C l-4).
SEM images o f the same MSC/scaffold constructs after confocal microscopy
further support the observation o f MSC adhesion and proliferation on all scaffolds in this
study. After seeding, attached MSCs appeared in round shapes (Figure

8 .8

A l-4).

However, on day 3, MSCs spread out and firmly attached to the scaffolds with some
pores partially covered by growing cells (Figure

8 .8

B l-4). On day 7, most pores were

totally covered by MSCs and matrix, resulting in a flat appearance o f the originally
porous surface (Figure

8 .8

Cl-4). It was difficult to distinguish embedded MSCs from

their surrounding matrix.

DISCUSSION
Previous studies in our laboratory demonstrated that single-walled carbon
nanotubes, and particularly US-tubes, can be applied as reinforcing agents to significantly
enhance the mechanical properties o f crosslinked PPF polymer [134, 153, 158].
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Moreover, Zanello et al. showed excellent osteoblast proliferation on carbon nanotube
substrates [178], These discoveries suggest that carbon nanotube nanocomposites hold
great promise as scaffold materials for bone tissue engineering applications.

There were three objectives in this study: (1) to develop highly porous scaffolds
from PPF, US-tube nanocomposite, and F-US-tube nanocomposite using a particulateleaching technique; (2 ) to evaluate the pore structures and compressive mechanical
properties o f these scaffolds; and (3) to investigate their in vitro osteoconductivity.
Osteoconductivity here refers to a scaffold’s ability to serve as a substrate for bone cell
adhesion and proliferation [131]. Porosity in a range o f 75 to 90 vol% and different
nanocomposites were examined for their effects on scaffold fabrication, scaffold structure,
compressive mechanical properties, and MSC adhesion and proliferation.

Scaffold Fabrication
Tissue engineering scaffolds for trabecular bone regeneration may mimic the
corresponding bone morphology with porosities varying from 50-90% [186]. Such high
porosities are critical for a regenerative process as they may provide large surface area for
cell adhesion and proliferation and allow for vascularized tissue ingrowth. There are
various methods to generate highly porous scaffolds for tissue engineering, including
solvent casting/particulate leaching, gas forming, fiber bonding, electrospinning, rapid
prototyping, phase separation, and emulsion templating [48, 198-204], As a convenient,
reliable, and economical technique, NaCl-leaching is widely used for scaffold fabrication.
The NaCl crystals used in this study were in the size range o f 300-500 pm in order to
generate optimum-size pores for osteogenesis [186, 188], Since the PPF polymer and the
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nanocomposites are injectable and crosslinkable, this thermal-crosslinking NaCl-leaching
technique also avoids using any organic solvent like many other methods. In addition,
stable PPF and its composite scaffolds with porosity as high as 90 vol% were created for
the first time using this technique [190, 205]. Scaffolds with 95 vol% porosity were also
produced but were too brittle to be handled for characterization.

Characterization o f Pore Structures
Porosity, pore size, and pore interconnectivity are important parameters for bone
tissue engineering scaffolds that influence osteoblast migration and bone tissue ingrowth.
For example, only pores with diameter greater than 10 pm may allow for bone cell
migration. Further, pore diameters o f 300-400 pm were reported to be optimal for
hydroxyapatite scaffolds in terms o f new bone formation and vascularization [186].
Moreover, high pore interconnectivity is a scaffold requirement needed not only to
facilitate exchange o f nutrients and metabolic wastes but also to enable tissue ingrowth
and vascularization. To characterize the morphological features o f pores within scaffolds,
SEM, mercury intrusion porosimetry and microCT are commonly used [206], SEM
allows direct imaging o f pore structures in high resolutions to qualitatively evaluate
porosity, pore size, and interconnectivity. However, quantitative measurements are
difficult to perform from 2D SEM images and samples can not be reused due to
sectioning and coating during sample preparation. Mercury intrusion porosimetry, also a
destructive technique, can accurately determine porosity and pore size. Open pores as
small as 2.13 pm diameter can be intruded with mercury at pressures up to 50 psi. On the
contrary, microCT can not only nondestructively quantify porosity and interconnectivity,
but also offer 3D visualization o f scaffold morphology from any angle o f view at a high
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spatial resolution. Beam hardening and thresholding difficulty are the main drawbacks of
this computational technique [206], Therefore, we used these three complementary
methods together to characterize the architectures o f our scaffolds.

There

was

no

significant

difference

in porosity,

pore

size,

and

pore

interconnectivity among scaffolds made o f the three different materials. Porosities o f all
NaCl-leached scaffolds were precisely tuned to the designed 75, 80, 85, and 90 vol% by
adding proper amounts of NaCl. This was supported by both microCT and porosimetry
measurements (Table 8.1). PPF scaffolds with 75 vol% porosity contained pore networks
connecting scaffold interiors to surface openings [21, 193] as observed from the SEM and
microCT images of this study (Figure 8.2 and 8.3). When porosity further increased, the
walls surrounding the pores appeared thinner and the connections became larger. This
observation of enhanced pore interconnectivity with larger connection sizes and higher
porosity was supported by microCT calculations (Table 8.2). Since the pores were nearly
100%

interconnected through connections o f

20

pm or larger for all scaffolds in this

study, it was not surprising to see that the porosities measured by microCT or
porosimetry matched well with each other, although microCT determined porosity based
on all pores while porosimetry only measured interconnected pores. In addition, the
higher fractions o f small connections (~ 20% connections < 100 pm) in 75 vol%
scaffolds may explain their significantly smaller mean pore sizes compared to 80-90
vol% scaffolds (Figure 8.4B). Due to random porogen distribution in PPF or
nanocomposites and their interactions during thermal-crosslinking, salt leaching, and
drying, NaCl-leached scaffolds possessed irregular pore architectures, which may cause
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large variations in mechanical properties for different samples o f the same material and
porosity group.

Compressive Mechanical Properties
F-US-tubes were covalently wrapped with 40 wt% dodecane groups (Figure 8.1),
which further improved the dispersion o f carbon nanotubes in PPF polymer. Our previous
study showed that better dispersed single-walled carbon nanotubes could provide greater
mechanical reinforcements [153]. In this study, there was also a general trend of
enhancement in compressive mechanical properties o f F-US-tube nanocomposite over
pure PPF or even US-tube nanocomposite for various scaffolds, although many o f the
reinforcements were not significant due to the intrinsically large variations of the
scaffolds (Figure 8.5). It has been established that scaffold porosity plays a major role in
determining the compressive mechanical moduli and yield strengths in accordance with
power law relationships [187]. These power-law declines in mechanical properties with
higher porosity set a tradeoff for the benefit o f increasing porosity o f scaffolds to improve
pore interconnectivity for better tissue ingrowth. For example, although a 90 vol%
scaffold may provide optimum diffusive transport for seeded cells [207], such scaffolds
made from PPF or the nanocomposites would possess compressive strengths of only 1115 KPa, which is too weak to be used for replacement o f load-bearing bone tissues.
Therefore,

porosity

should be

finely

controlled

to

reach

a balance

between

interconnectivity and mechanical properties for scaffolds designed to m eet the specific

needs o f bone repair.

MSC Cellularity on Porous Scaffolds
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Since these scaffolds are being developed for bone tissue engineering, MSCs
capable of osteogenic differentiation provide an excellent in vitro model to further assess
their suitability for such applications. Before spreading, MSCs have a diameter o f less
than 10 pm and thus may be able to migrate into all scaffolds, which were 100%
interconnected through 20 pm or larger connections. Due to the diffusive transport
limitations o f static culture, cells tended to attach and proliferate only on the top layers of
the three-dimensional scaffolds in this study (Figure 8.7 and 8.8). That may explain the
nonsignificant trends o f increasing cellularity o f MSC/scaffold constructs with increasing
porosity although more space was allowed for cell attachment and proliferation (Figure
8.6). Another limitation for cellularity o f seeded MSCs could be the lack o f angiogenesis
(new blood vessel formation) in our in vitro culture systems [188]. Although the present
study demonstrated the adhesion and proliferation o f seeded cells, additional studies will
be needed to evaluate the osteoblastic differentiation o f marrow stromal cells. In this
study, MSCs were able to grow well on all scaffolds without a significant difference in
cellularity among PPF, US-tube nanocomposite, and F-US-tube nanocomposite,
indicating that all these materials are osteoconductive in vitro.

CONCLUSION
This study demonstrated that scaffolds made o f PPF polymer, US-tube
nanocomposite, and F-US-tube nanocomposite can be fabricated at precisely controllable
porosities o f 75, 80, 85, and 90 vol% by a therm al-crosslinking particulate-leaching

technique. Pore structures of these highly porous scaffolds were characterized with SEM,
microCT, and mercury intrusion porosimetry. No matter which material was used, all
scaffolds were created with specific porosities and nearly 100% interconnectivity through
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connections o f at least 20 pm. The pore connections became larger as scaffold porosity
increased, which may explain the significant increase in mean pore size o f 80-90 vol%
scaffolds compared to 75 vol% scaffolds. However, higher porosity significantly
decreased the compressive mechanical properties of the scaffolds, compromising the
advantages o f high porosity. F-US-tube nanocomposites reinforced the scaffolds although
some mechanical enhancements were not significant due to sample variations. Finally,
the osteoconductivity o f all these scaffolds was supported by the excellent attachment and
proliferation

of

MSCs

under

static

culture

conditions.

Therefore,

F-US-tube

nanocomposites can be fabricated into equally porous scaffolds for MSC culture but with
mechanical properties higher than or similar to those o f pure PPF and US-tube
nanocomposites.

Such

highly

porous

F-US-tube

nanocomposite

scaffolds

with

controllable pore structures and mechanical properties demonstrate a promising
development in bone tissue engineering scaffolds.
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Table 8.1: Porosity of NaCl-leached scaffolds (mean ± standard deviation for n = 3).
Scaffold
material
rP rP rF

wt% NaCl at
vol% NaCl at
Porosity (%) by Porosity (%) by
scaffold fabrication scaffold fabrication
microCT
porosimetry
83.9
76.5
3.8
75.0
75.3 ± 2.3
87.4
80.9 ± 1.0
80.0
80.5 ± 0.6
90.8
84.1 ± 2.9
85.0
85.7 ± 0.7
±
91.0 ± 2.4
94.0
90.4
0.1
90.0

US-tube
nanocomposite

83.9
87.4
90.8
94.0

75.0
80.0
85.0
90.0

73.3
78.9
86.0
89.6

±
±
±
±

2.6
0.6
0.9
0.8

74.0
78.8
84.1
90.8

±
±
±
±

2.7
3.0
4.5
3.2

F-US-tube
nanocomposite

83.9
87.4
90.8
94.0

75.0
80.0
85.0
90.0

73.1
78.6
83.5
90.7

±
±
±
±

0.8
0.7
1.1
0.4

73.1
78.1
84.0
90.8

±
±
±
±

4.7
3.6
2.7
1.0
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Table 8.2: Interconnectivity o f different scaffolds with 75-90 vol% porosities at various minimum connection sizes (mean ± standard
deviation for n = 3).

Fu rth er reprod uctio n

Material

Porosity

rP Pr rF

75 vol%
80 vol%
85 vol%
90 vol%

Interconnectivity (%) at a minimum connection size
60 pm
80 pm
100 pm
140 pm
94.9 ± 2.1 88.6 ± 4.3 77.9 ± 7.4
48.3 ± 12.2
±
±
0.5 91.2
61.1 ± 3.0
96.1
1.0 83.2 ± 1.9
97.3 ± 0.4 94.1 ± 1.0 88.5 ± 2.1
72.1 ± 4.5
±
±
±
0.1 97.2
98.6
0.3 94.9
0.5
88.2 ± 1.0

prohibited
without p e r m i s s i o n .

20
99.3
99.5
99.6
99.8

pm
± 0.3
± 0.1
± 0.1
± 0.1

40
97.8
98.4
98.8
99.4

pm
± 1.1
± 0.2
± 0.2
± 0.1

75 vol%
US-tube
80 vol%
nanocomposite 85 voI%
90 vol%

99.3
99.3
99.5
99.5

±
±
±
±

0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1

97.2
97.4
98.2
98.2

±
±
±
±

0.6
0.3
0.3
0.3

91.8
94.1
95.2
95.5

75 vol%
F-US-tube 80 voI%
nanocomposite 85 vol%
90 vol%

99.7
99.7
99.7
99.8

±
±
±
±

0.1
0.1
0.2
0.1

98.6
98.9
99.1
99.1

±
±
±
±

0.1
0.2
0.7
0.1

96.3 ± 0.2
97.5 ± 0.3
97.9 ± 1.4
98.0 ± 0.3

±
±
±
±

1.8
0.6
0.7
0.5

±
±
±
±

200 pm
21.0 ± 6.3
27.3 ± 2.0
36.0 ± 6.7
69.3 ± 2.1

5.0
1.1
1.6
0.9

56.5
78.1
81.9
87.1

±
±
±
±

10.3
1.8
2.9
1.6

26.2
51.0
59.6
69.1

±
±
±
±

10.7
4.0
5.2
3.0

13.1
19.2
28.2
39.7

±
±
±
±

9.2
4.5
3.5
2.9

91.3 ± 0.4
94.5 ± 0.6
95.7 ± 2.0
96.3 ± 0.5

82.2
87.6
91.8
94.3

±
±
±
±

0.8
1.2
2.6
0.9

61.0
70.9
82.2
89.2

±
±
±
±

2.8
2.4
3.5
1.6

30.0
53.8
66.9
75.4

±
±
±
±

5.1
3.1
4.1
2.6

78.6
88.3
88.7
90.2
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Figure 8.1: Depiction o f a functionalized ultra-short single-walled carbon nanotube (FUS-tube) with dodecane groups attached to its sidewall.
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(A) PPF

(B) US-tube

(C) F-US-tube

Figure 8.2: SEM images o f scaffolds made o f (A l-4) PPF, (B l-4) US-tube
nanocomposite, and (C l-4) F-US-tube nanocomposite with increasing porogen fractions
of 75, 80, 85, 90 vol% (from top to bottom). Scale bar represents 500 pm.
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Figure 8.3: Results o f microCT analysis: representative 3D reconstructions (top and 15°
angled side views) o f (A) PPF, (B) US-tube nanocomposite, (C) F-US-tube
nanocomposite scaffolds with various NaCl fractions; (D) porosity o f different scaffolds
with 75-90 vol% porogen contents as determined by microCT; there was significant
difference among different vol% NaCl groups for each type o f material, but no significant
difference among different material groups for each porogen content; (E)
interconnectivity vs. minimum connection size for F-US-tube nanocomposite scaffolds
with various NaCl fractions. Error bars represent standard deviations; n = 3.
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Figure 8.4: (A) Porosity and (B) pore size o f different scaffolds with 75-90 vol%
porogen contents as determined by mercury intrusion porosimetry. Error bars represent
standard deviations; n - 3. The symbol “ *” indicates a statistically significant difference
between 75 vol% scaffolds and other vol% scaffolds (p < 0.05).
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Figure 8.5: Compressive mechanical properties o f porous scaffolds made o f different
materials as a function o f porogen fraction: (A) compressive modulus, (B) offset yield
strength, and (C) compressive strength. Error bars represent standard deviations; n = 5.
The symbol
indicates a statistically significant difference between two scaffold
groups (p < 0.05).
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Figure 8.6: Cellularity of MSCs cultured on porous scaffolds made o f PPF, US-tube
nanocomposite, and F-US-tube nanocomposite with 75, 80, 85, and 90 vol% NaCl
fractions for 1, 3, and 7 days. Error bars represent standard deviations; n = 3.
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Scale bar represents 2 0 0 pm.
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(A) 1 day

(B) 3 days

(C) 7 days

F igu re 8.8 SEM images o f F-US-tube nanocomposite scaffolds with porogen fractions of

75, 80, 85, 90 vol % (from top to bottom) after seeding MSCs for (A l-4) 1 day, (B l-4) 3
days, and (C l-4) 7 days. Arrows indicate round-shaped (A l) or spread (B l) MSCs on the
surface o f scaffolds prepared with 75 vol% porogen. Scale bar represents 500 pm.
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CHAPTER IX

SUMMARY

This thesis focused on the development o f injectable nanocomposites based on the
poly(propylene fumarate) (PPF) biopolymer and single-walled carbon nanotube (SWNT)
reinforcing agents for bone tissue engineering scaffolds. This work progressed through
the following stages: (1) development and characterization o f homogeneous SWNT/PPF
nanocomposites; (2) improvement o f mechanical reinforcement o f nanocomposites and
investigation of the mechanism o f nanoreinforcement; (3) characterization o f the
nanocomposites with different carbon nanostructures; (4) evaluation o f the cellular
response to different SWNTs and their nanocomposites; and (5) fabrication and
characterization o f highly porous scaffolds made o f SWNT/PPF nanocomposites.
The development o f homogeneous SWNT/PPF nanocomposites was carried out
via a procedure o f high shear mixing and sonicating with the use o f a surfactant or a
diazonium-based functionalization o f SWNT sidewalls. Rheological characterization and
scanning electron microscopy (SEM) confirmed a uniform dispersion o f SWNT bundles
in both uncrosslinked and crosslinked PPF polymer matrix for low SWNT concentrations
(up to 0.05 wt%). Mechanical testing demonstrated significant enhancement in the
mechanical properties o f crosslinked nanocomposites compared to polymer alone.
However, SWNT aggregates tended to form at higher concentrations, resulting in the
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decline o f mechanical reinforcement. The use o f a surfactant or functionalization did not
increase dispersion or nanoreinforcement by SWNTs.
For the next stage in the improvement o f the SWNT nanoreinforcement, a new
type o f functionalized SWNTs (F-SWNTs) was produced from individual SWNTs
wrapped with sodium dodecyl sulfate surfactant. F-SWNTs were better dispersed than
unfunctionalized SWNTs as nearly individual nanotubes throughout the PPF polymer to
form percolated networks at 0.02 wt% and higher loadings. Having both compressive and
flexural mechanical properties more than double those o f the pure PPF with only 0.1 wt%
F-SWNT loading, the crosslinked nanocomposites with F-SWNT were superior to those
with unfunctionalized SWNT in terms o f mechanical reinforcement. Raman scattering
and sol fraction measurements indicated strong SWNT-PPF interactions and high crosslinking densities that resulted in effective load transfer and extraordinary mechanical
enhancements. However, the high viscosity o f F-SWNT nanocomposites could
complicate proper processing for scaffold fabrication.
Two other carbon nanostructures [C 60 fullerenes and ultra-short SWNTs (UStubes)] with different surface area, size and aspect ratio were then applied in comparison
with SWNTs to examine their effects on the rheological and mechanical properties of
nanocomposites. Rheological measurements showed that nanocomposites with C6o or
US-tubes had lower viscosities than those with SWNTs and maintained viscous-like
qualities with the com plex viscosity independent o f frequency for up to 1 wt%

concentration. US-tube nanocomposites also displayed up to a two-fold increase in
compressive and flexural mechanical properties which may be explained by their huge
surface area and good dispersion in PPF. Therefore, US-tube nanocomposites are better
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candidates than those with the other carbon nanostructures for scaffold development
considering their excellent mechanical reinforcement together with low viscosity and
hence good injectability.

At the same time, the in vitro cytocompatibility o f the nanocomposites o f
unmodified SWNTs, F-SWNTs, and US-tubes was investigated. Unreacted components
before

crosslinking,

crosslinked

networks,

and

degradation

products

of

each

nanocomposite were examined for their effects on cell viability and attachment. No acute
cytotoxicity was observed for each form o f carbon nanotubes at 1-100 pg/mL
concentrations. Nearly 100 % cell viability was displayed on all crosslinked networks and
their cell adhesions were similar to those on tissue culture polystyrene (TCPS). The
degradation products showed a dose-dependent cytotoxicity, which was partially due to
increased osmolarity by the conditions o f accelerated degradation. The slow degradation
o f PPF and low concentration o f degradation products in the body should minimize the
adverse effect to cells in vivo. These results suggest that all three nanocomposites possess
suitable in vitro cytocompatibility for a tissue engineering scaffold.
Finally, highly porous scaffolds were fabricated from the nanocomposites o f UStubes and functionalized US-tubes (F-US-tubes) by a thermal-crosslinking particulateleaching technique. Pore structures of each scaffold were characterized by SEM,
microcomputed tomography, and mercury intrusion porosimetry. Scaffolds made o f the
nanocomposites had comparable porosity, pore size, and interconnectivity with PPF
scaffolds for the same porogen fractions. The scaffolds with 75-90 vol% porosity all
possessed nearly 100 % interconnectivity. While interconnectivity through larger
connections improved with higher porosity, the compressive mechanical properties o f
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scaffolds declined. However, some 80 and 85 vol% nanocomposite scaffolds showed
significant mechanical enhancements. Good attachment and proliferation o f bone marrow
stromal cells on all scaffolds indicated excellent in vitro osteoconductivity o f these
nanocomposites.
The studies compiled in this thesis have demonstrated the great potential of
SWNT/PPF nanocomposites as the basis for injectable scaffolds in bone tissue
engineering

applications.

Furthermore,

this

work

has

provided

a

fundamental

characterization of nanocomposites, especially in the dispersion o f carbon nanomaterials
in a biodegradable polymer, which may serve as a guideline for the development and
optimization o f other nanocomposites for tissue engineering.
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